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Preamble
Since the announcement of the implementation of the Activity-Based Workplace (ABW) model for the Mission Bay Academic Building, and the widespread understanding that the leadership’s plan was to implement that model in future faculty office renovations at Parnassus and SFGH locations, the faculty has raised many concerns. These concerns are particularly cogent in the absence of any prior implementation of this architectural model in academic health sciences. These concerns have been raised in a variety of venues, including a website created by the Academic Senate where over 120 comments have been posted (http://senate.ucsf.edu/2012-2013/mb-facultycomments.html), letters sent by the Academic Senate to the Administration (Appendix A; December 18, 2012 and March 12, 2013), and to the faculty (Appendix B; February 8, 2013), and meetings between the Administration and leaders of the Academic Senate. The concerns have been categorized and collated by the Academic Senate (Appendix C). In addition, we have compiled several studies, reviews, and editorials from external experts on this issue in a PDF portfolio (Appendix D). This material has been made available to the Administrative Leadership.

A working group was created from members of the Committee on Academic Planning and Budget, the Committee on Research, Clinical Affairs, and interested faculty from Departments directly affected by the proposed ABW implementation, to consider the issues raised and to recommend a plan of action to the Academic Senate. This document presents those recommendations. They are divided into two sections: first, recommendations to the Administrative Leadership; and second, recommendations to the Academic Senate, including representation from the various stakeholder groups.

Recommended Next Steps for the Administrative Leadership

1. Fund an academic study of ABW with commitment to respond to findings
   Rationale: one of the greatest concerns raised by the faculty is that ABW has not been implemented in an academic health science environment. As a premier research institution with a strong commitment to being a world leader in healthcare delivery and discovery, UCSF is well positioned, and obliged, to study the ABW model. This study would serve to determine if the implementation of the model affects the UCSF mission and would serve as a way of seeking alternative arrangements if the model is deemed to be problematic.

   Method: We recommend that the Administration announce a funded RFP to analyze all relevant aspects of the current environment of the faculty groups that will move to the Mission Bay Faculty Building and the environment, productivity, satisfaction following the moves. The group undertaking the study should have extensive experience in this area, and groups from outside UCSF should be considered. BOSTI (Brill M, Weidemann S and BOSTI Associates, “Disproving Widespread Myths in Workplace Design,” Kimball International, Jasper IN, 2001, in Appendix D) outlines how to and how not to analyze workplace design. A number of groups capable of such a study have been identified and have been sent to the Administrative Leadership. The expectation should be that a rigorous, publishable, pre- and post-occupancy study will be commissioned and will be addressed by the Administrative Leadership if serious concerns are raised.
2. **Support an Academic Senate-led survey of all faculty**  
*Rationale:* The proposed ABW design was based on assumptions of academic-industrial equivalence rather than on a survey of faculty to determine how and where they spend their time on a given day. Based on informal discussions, we believe the assumptions may be significantly inaccurate. Such a survey would seem to be imperative before the walls and dividers are constructed to be certain the neighborhoods provide the necessary space and flexibility.

*Method:* As evidenced by the essential role played by faculty in designing the Parnassus library-release space, the Teaching and Learning Center, the laboratory space of the Mission Bay campus, and the Stem Cell Building, faculty input results in effective design and more productivity. The survey data from the faculty moving into the Mission Bay Faculty Building may, in part, serve as a baseline data for the post-occupancy evaluation of Mission Bay (see above), and of the faculty as a whole, as a planning basis for the Clinical Science/University Hall and SFGH office buildings. This work should be conducted in a timely manner so that the results can be incorporated into the design and furnishing of the locations named above. The component of the survey which represents the pre-occupancy component of the study above should be developed by that organization.

3. **Institute a moratorium on future ABW designs**  
*Rationale:* We understand how difficult it is to delay planning for the several upcoming projects which include faculty office space. However, we also strongly assert that the concerns about the model are real, serious and unanswered to this point. On balance, we believe that the risks with proceeding with construction plans incorporating the model exceed the risks and costs of the delay, particularly because concerns include detrimental effects on faculty retention and recruitment.

*Method:* We recommend that the Administration confirm that the ABW model is not currently an option for faculty office designs for the Clinical Science/University Hall and SFGH office buildings.

4. **Increase design flexibility of Mission Hall and other methods to make it a more desirable workplace**  
*Rationale:* Many faculty have visited the model at the Diller Building, and a large number of them have commented on the stultifying effects that the lack of individuality in workplace units and their furnishings will have on the occupants.

*Method:* A component of the pre-occupancy evaluation should include a compilation of information on the respondent’s typical weekly office-based activities and their preferences relative to feasible alternative office designs. Changes that can be incorporated to improve workspace functionality, and individuality in design and furnishings, understanding that this may require self-funding, should not only be accepted but should be encouraged by the Administration. Other ways to foster buy-in of the faculty include an Arts budget, approving the use of indirect costs for personalization of individual workspaces, or other perquisites that would engage the faculty in support of this model.

5. **Develop a comprehensive communication/faculty input strategy**  
*Rationale:* Communication with the faculty regarding the ABW proposal has been inadequate throughout the project development. The paucity of communication with the faculty at large early in the planning, and the lack of a forum for the affected faculty at Mission Bay to express their concerns until after the Administrative Leadership maintained that no changes were feasible because of the timeline, undervalues the opinions of the faculty. This perception by the faculty has led to a distrust of the Administration.

*Method:* The Administrative Leadership has developed plans to have Departmental meetings, focus group meetings, and small, informal weekly meetings. We applaud the Administration in these actions with an understanding, however, that these forums have been and will be a platform for the Administration to explain the plans but as importantly, for the Administration to listen and hear the faculty concerns. We recommend that they consider developing a website as well, where their thoughts and plans are available to the faculty. In addition, the Administration has offered to have
faculty involved in groups considering all new designs that incorporate faculty offices at CSB/UCH, and SFGH. This too should be supported and expressly include Senate representatives, but it should also be clear that this should be for all such planning, whether there is consideration for an ABW model or not. The website noted above could present all such upcoming plans as they are developed, with up-to-date information and a list of all members of the advisory groups; in such a way, individual faculty, Departmental groups, or University or School committees will know the current status of planning and who they can approach for information or to give recommendations.

6. Evaluate HIPAA compliance in the Mission Bay Faculty Building while maintaining efficiency

**Rationale:** Academic clinical faculty are responsible for their individual HIPAA compliance. Within this open work-space design, the potential exposure of faculty for HIPAA non-compliance is greatly magnified. While a written policy may not address every possible scenario that faculty might encounter during their workday, it is possible to consider what may be done in advance, both by UCSF and the individual faculty, to ensure that HIPAA compliance is not unreasonably burdensome, and that faculty are indemnified if their behavior is in compliance with campus developed guidelines.

**Method:** We request a policy statement now to inform the design and distribution of the faculty throughout the workspace and to ensure security. We request a clarification of what IT allowances will be made to be compatible with HIPAA and who will bear the expenses incurred. And finally, we request that a formal analysis be done to quantify the time loss and inefficiencies related to the changes in daily function that will be required of the faculty to maintain HIPAA compliance in the absence of a private office, where the only step that would be necessary would be the closing of a door.

**Recommended Next Steps for Academic Senate and Faculty Stakeholders**

1. **Develop Academic Senate survey**

   **Rationale:** See the rationale in Action 2 above. Moreover, there is a difference of opinion between the Administration and the Academic Senate as to the number of faculty who are unhappy with the ABW plan, and the extent to which they are unhappy. The Administration considers that this segment of the faculty is a “vocal minority.” A properly developed and conducted survey can answer this question.

   **Method:** A global survey should be distributed by the Academic Senate to all of the faculty, so that they can express their support of, and concerns about, the ABW model. It should be robust enough to serve, in part, as the pre-occupancy component for the faculty scheduled to move into the Mission Bay Faculty Building, and to inform planning for other upcoming faculty office space, if the data are separated by stakeholder group (see Action 2 below). So that the faculty responding are fully informed and engaged, there should be links in the survey to the ABW plan as presented by the Administration, their statements in support of the plan, and the concerns raised by the faculty.

2. **Define stakeholder groups**

   **Rationale:** From the many comments and communications, it is clear that, in addition to all of the faculty, there are numerous stakeholder groups, with different relationships to the Mission Bay Faculty Building and to the other upcoming space plans. These groups should be clearly defined (e.g., Children’s Hospital faculty who must move into the Mission Bay Academic building for logistical reasons, Biostatistics and Epidemiology faculty who are moving there for lease reasons, oncology faculty who are expected to move there but who also will have clinical responsibilities at the Mount Zion campus, faculty from all schools who are affected by the Clinical Sciences Building, Health Science towers, and SFGH renovations, etc.), so that each group’s needs could be considered and met. Survey data can then be segregated by stakeholder group, and representation from each group could then be assured in the appropriate meetings, committees, task forces, etc.

   **Method:** The working group should define these groups and post them on the Academic Senate site noted above (http://senate.ucsf.edu). A first post of the faculty involved can be made by the working group and individuals reached out to by the group, and then the faculty community can be requested to comment and include their names, if they wish. Point people, with their contact information, will be
posted, after a request by the working group and their acceptance. Once the groups have been
developed, then the steps below can be undertaken.

3. **Support group petitions**
   *Rationale:* Various faculty are concerned that discussions have been ongoing and that there has been no demonstrable effect from them. They want a more immediate and demonstrative approach to show the Administration their concerns.

   *Method:* We believe that individual stakeholder groups may develop and disseminate a petition as a means for their members can express their concerns. The Coordinating Committee of the Academic Senate has voted to support the conduct of surveys, and supports the right of individual groups, under their own auspices, to directly petition their membership. The petitions would not come directly from any arm of the Academic Senate.

4. **Develop a comprehensive communication/faculty input strategy**
   *Rationale:* Just as it is essential for the Administration to keep communications active with the Academic Senate and the faculty as a whole, it is incumbent on the Academic Senate to foster communications.

   *Method:* The working group will continue to meet, develop and disseminate strategies, and will incorporate all ideas from faculty groups and individual faculty. These ideas will be mined from the Academic Senate website postings, individual emails, discussions at the various meetings of Department, etc. It will also encourage and facilitate meetings, such as senior faculty meeting with the Administration. Information acquired from all sources should be made available through various mechanisms, with updates on the website, emails from the Academic Senate leadership, and informal communications. Senate representatives to the work groups established for office planning in CSB/UCH, and SFGH will be jointly appointed to the APB work group to further assure active communication between the Senate and the work group representatives.
Appendix A – Academic Senate Letters to Administrative Leaders: December 18, 2012 and March 12, 2013
December 18, 2012

Bonnie Maler, Associate Dean, Space Strategy & Administration, School of Medicine
Co-Chair, Mission Bay Academic Building Steering Committee
malerb@medsch.ucsf.edu

Re: Faculty concerns regarding the activity-based workspace plan

Dear Associate Dean Maler:

The faculty members signed below, including members of the Mission Bay Academic Building Work Group, the Clinical Affairs Committee (CAC) and the Committee on Research (COR) have compiled the following list of questions and solutions and concerns regarding the activity-based workplace plan for the Mission Bay Academic Building. Our immediate focus in these comments is on the Mission Bay Academic Building.

QUESTIONS AND CONCERNS

Insufficient consultation with stakeholders: The Academic Senate is a resource for these kinds of consultations. Despite repeated efforts by the Academic Senate Clinical Affairs Committee (CAC) starting in 2007, faculty concerns about the need for faculty office space and education space in the new hospital were not addressed. CAC eventually learned that faculty offices and education space would be located in a separate building; however, the plan for the activity-based workspace was not discussed with CAC.

Meetings with faculty and departments were "information only", not iterative consultations, and came late in the process. Regardless of the options to be implemented, this is such a crucial decision that the faculty impacted by this must be consulted early and often. As this kind of configuration is also planned for the remodeled space at Parnassus faculty consultation is and will continue to be essential. We strongly urge evaluating a pilot program before expanding activity-based workplace plans beyond the Mission Bay Academic Building.

For example, we know that there were no meetings involving the Pediatrics faculty or its leadership about this issue until it was a fait accompli, and the meetings were just for information, not input. One meeting told us about the existence of the activity-based workplace model a couple of months ago, and another meeting described its structure and function.

The faculty believe that the activity-based workplace could adversely impact the perception that UCSF is a good place to work. Some faculty have already said that this building is sort of the "last straw" for them and that UCSF is becoming an undesirable work place. One issue that does not appear to be considered is that some faculty still use books, which may not be available in electronic form. A faculty member typically stores books in her or his office. Faculty members may also store teaching materials, clinical materials, and staff may have such needs.

This may also be problematic for faculty who have functional needs to use voice recognition software. For example, it is not uncommon for people to develop health conditions such as carpal tunnel syndrome in which accommodations such as voice recognition software would be used instead of manual typing. Such faculty would need private space to dictate compositions. In addition such faculty may need to dictate confidential information.
Confidentiality concerns, including HIPAA, IRB, HR and academic requirements: Patient privacy compliance is a real concern for clinicians. Clinicians are encouraged to be available to their patients for phone calls, results, advice, etc., however if the activity-based workplace makes it impossible for a provider to be working on a manuscript or grant at the work station and pause, seamlessly, to take a patient call, providers may be discouraged from responding to patients promptly. They will be more likely to have the patient leave a message – rather than leave the workstation and find a focus room.

In a recent meeting, Deborah Yano-Fong, UCSF Chief Privacy Officer assured that HIPAA compliance within the open workspace will be simple because everyone in the "neighborhood" will be HIPAA cleared. However, one of the tenets of HIPAA is for PHI to be on a need to know basis 1, so even though most people within earshot will have been trained to keep the information confidential, hardly any of them would need to know that specific information for their UCSF work. Moreover, it seems unlikely that non-UCSF people will not be present in the space and unlikely that all will be cleared for the knowledge of specific patient details. In that case, will students, applicants, vendors, etc. be barred from the space, and if so, how will this be accomplished?

Our understanding is that it is a HIPAA violation for any provider not caring for a patient to be privy to any medical information about that patient. So it is not just insuring that non-providers who are in the building don't have access to patient information, but any clinician who is working in this space and does not care for a patient, should also not have any access to his/her information unless explicitly consulted for healthcare purposes. This will be impossible to guarantee with the open cubicles.

The following types of patient information could be visible to others from many different types of devices during the course of a normal day for clinical faculty members:

- Shadow charts, medical records from outside hospitals, computer screens, PACS radiographic pictures, radiographs, etc.
- Audible information: dictations; phone conversations: with MD, family, patients; curbside consultation information.
- This does not address confidential information exchanged between faculty and sponsors, or other types of private interactions.

Furthermore, study staff may need to store materials, including items of cash value, materials for study visits, which may be on paper. These materials may be required by funding agencies or the FDA.

We would appreciate a written document explaining the steps the faculty will be taking to avoid each of these potential HIPAA exposures, with the reality that the neighborhood will not be assuredly free of outsiders. Furthermore, given that faculty are at risk for substantial personal fines for HIPAA violations, the faculty would like to know what protection they will be provided from the Medical Center should a HIPAA violation be cited as a result of exposure in the open space e.g. who pays the fine? Who will respond to JCAHO concerns?

The UCSF IRB needs to be consulted regarding space for storage of confidential research documents, such as consent forms. The standard UCSF language is that all identifying materials will be kept locked in cabinets accessible only to study staff, within a locked office also accessible only to study staff.

Researchers may need to conduct confidential conversations to recruit or engage with study participants.

Supervisors need audio privacy as well to meet with the staff they supervise. Research staff also need to be able to interview or converse with study participants in space that enables sound privacy. Sound privacy might also be an issue for some interactions with students. The only space being configured this way is space used by clinicians, educators, clinical researchers. The new labs all have private and sizable offices with space for support staff in proximity. This gives the impression that these groups of faculty and scientists are second class citizens at UCSF.

1http://hipaa.ucsf.edu/Privacy%20Handbook.pdf (see Appendix 1 for excerpts)
**Voice access:** How will occupants of the building make phone calls? Will everyone receive a cell phone so they can easily transition to a separate space for private phone conversations? If yes, does the building include plans to boost cell phone reception so that users will not drop calls?

**Inefficient use of space:** There is concern about the inefficiency of having to move repeatedly between the assigned workspace and the “focus rooms” to take patient calls (including asking patients to hold while we look for a room), to meet with trainees for feedback session which are supposed to be confidential, to hold other confidential discussions with faculty and staff colleagues. Will there be enough private and/or meeting space for peak demand hours?

**Quiet, private space to de-stress:** Clinicians, in particular, have very busy days in clinical practice. There is a need for peace and quiet when the opportunity arises. Surgeons who work in the very stressful OR environment all day need a place to go at the end of the day where they can, literally, put their feet up, doze for a few minutes, unwind in privacy, make calls, etc. As many of the clinicians in some of the “neighborhoods” are surgeons, they may all descend on the building at the end of the day and not find enough focus/huddle rooms. In addition, there is concern about the noise level between phone calls, music, noise from online training or CME.

**Educational needs:** How will UCSF’s education mission be met if some individuals are excluded from shared space due to privacy and confidentiality concerns?

**Loss of community:** There is concern that people will just go home early and work from there, come in late, or work from home entirely. This will be counterproductive in terms of our ability to collaborate. Will faculty use the shared workspace? Will they disappear from UCSF once their clinics and meetings are over?

**Loss of faculty:** Will faculty leave UCSF because of the new space plan?

**Faculty recruitment:** Several have voiced concerns about the ability to recruit excellent candidates if we can’t offer them an office. Will it become more difficult to recruit faculty to UCSF with the new space plan? Faculty come to UCSF for the environment with colleagues and this workspace model is would not help an already difficult environment due to decreasing funding, increasing cost of living and a changing clinical landscape.

**Fundraising:** How will faculty feel about inviting potential donors to come visit us at our cubicles?

**Application of an activity-based workspace in an academic health sciences institution:** We can find no evidence of this being tried anywhere for any academic or medical setting. This needs to be evaluated within the context of our peer institutions, i.e. the top five academic medical centers in the nation, not in comparison to the information technology or media industries. With no prior history of using such a model in an academic medical campus, do we really want to go ahead without prior evaluation?

**Generation gap?** The assumption from administration is that there is a generational gap and that junior faculty would be willing to work in the activity-based workplace. Not all junior faculty agree. When competing with our peer institutions for recruitment, we would need a much stronger set of evidence that offering cubicles instead of offices will be viewed as a strong plus by potential recruits.

**Chancellor’s example?** We heard that the Chancellor will move her offices to the Mission Bay Academic Building. The nature of her work is more focused on meeting with others whereas the faculty need focused quiet time to write grants, etc. In the case of our clinical faculty, they need confined space to look at private patient information and receive/send phone calls that are sensitive without a need to pack up, go to a quiet room, re-log-on to sensitive information. Also, there is skepticism that this well-intentioned gesture by the Chancellor will be permanent.
PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

1. **Pilot program**: Immediately initiate a pilot program for faculty, who volunteer and desire to do so, to use an activity-based workplace with proper evaluation of the concerns raised.

2. **Hybrid plan**: Plan for a hybrid approach, with some of those closed rooms being shared private offices and central space overflow if both faculty are there at the same time.

3. **Individual group configurations**: Allow each group to configure their space to meet their own needs.

4. **Reduce demand for the space**: Give faculty members and/or groups the option to not leave their current space, such as faculty who do not need proximity to the Mission Bay Hospital.

5. **Contingency planning**: Plan for the possibility of reorganizing the space after a specified, multi-year trial period which would be used to carefully evaluate its efficacy and risks.

We appreciate the opportunity to share our thoughts and look forward to hearing from you soon.

Sincerely,

Robert Newcomer, PhD, Chair
UCSF Academic Senate

Mission Bay Academic Building Work Group
David Teitel, MD, Chair
John K. Chan, MD
Lee-May Chen, MD
Chad Christine, MD
Shin Hirose, MD
Hanmin Lee, MD
Anna Meyer, MD
Eric Nakakura, MD
Hope Rugo, MD (CAC member)
Alan Venook, MD
Duan Xu, PhD (COR member)

Clinical Affairs Committee Members
Phil Rosenthal, MD, Chair
Hope Rugo, MD, Vice Chair
Zahid Ahmed, DDS
Teresa De Marco, MD
Jeff Meadows, MD
Max Meng, MD
Kathy Yang, PharmD, MPH

Committee on Research Members
Srikantan Nagarajan, PhD, Chair
Janet Myers, PHD,MPH, Vice Chair
Janine Cataldo, PhD, RN
Glenna Dowling, RN, PhD, FAAN
Laura Dunn, MD,
Pamela Flood, MD
Diana Foster, PhD
Daniel Fried, PhD
Stuart Gansky, MS, DrPH
Judith Hahn, PhD, MA
Robert Hendren, DO
Sunita Ho, MS, PhD
Donna Hudson, PhD
Ajay Jain, PhD
Celia Kaplan, DrPH
Susan Kools, RN, PhD, FAAN
Kirby Lee, PharmD
Janel Long-Boyle, PhD, PharmD
Judith Moskowitz, PhD, MPH
Vineeta Singh, MD
Matthew Springer, PhD
Duan Xu, PhD
APPENDIX 1

UCSF Privacy and Confidentiality Handbook (emphasis added):
http://hipaa.ucsf.edu/Privacy%20Handbook.pdf

Page 8: **Who is authorized to access confidential PHI?**
PHI may be accessed without patient consent under certain circumstances, which are further described in the UCSF “Notice of Privacy Practices.” **Doctors, nurses, and other licensed providers on the health care team may access the entire medical record, based on their “need to know.” All other members of the workforce may access only the information needed to do their jobs.** Moreover, certain uses for the purpose of Treatment, Payment and health care Operations (TPO) are permitted without HIPAA authorizations.

Page 9: **MEDICAL RECORD ACCESS AND CONTROL**
Medical records are maintained for the benefit of the patient, medical staff, and the hospital, and shall be made available to any of the following persons or departments upon request:

- **Treating physicians**
- **Non-physicians involved with the patient’s direct care (i.e., nurses, pharmacists)**
- Any authorized officer, agent, or employee of the Medical Center or its Medical Staff (i.e., Risk Management, Patient Relations)

Page 15: **HOW TO COMPLY WITH THE SECURITY RULE**
**What Steps Must I Take to Safeguard Computer Resources and PHI?**
There are several steps that you must take to protect the privacy and electronic security of PHI, a few of which are listed below.

**Document and Workstation Security**
1. Log off or lock access to computers when you leave, even if only for a moment.
2. Keep computer systems up-to-date with current operating system security patches and antivirus definitions.
3. Ensure that computer systems meet UCSF minimum security standards. See http://security.ucsf.edu/EIS/Names/MinimumStandards.html.
4. **Ensure that computer screens and displays with access to ePHI are not visible to unauthorized individuals (which includes clinicians not involved in a patient’s care) or passersby.**
5. Keep confidential or sensitive information locked away when not in use. File documents in locked cabinets or drawers when you have finished with them.
6. Be alert to recognize and report all privacy and security incidents to your department supervisor or manager. For privacy issues, contact the Privacy Office (415-353-2750), and for IT security issues call UCSF IT Customer Support (415-514-4100).
March 12, 2013

Susan Desmond-Hellmann, MD, MPH
Chancellor
Arthur and Toni Rembe Rock Distinguished Professor
University of California, San Francisco
chancellor@ucsf.edu

Re: Faculty Workspace at UCSF

Dear Chancellor Desmond-Hellmann,

Alongside our great respect for your leadership and commitment to the goal of maintaining the highest standards for UCSF, we have serious concerns about the decision to implement the planned open or activity-based workspace design at the Mission Bay campus, and the extension of this design concept to spaces at the Parnassus and San Francisco General Hospital (SFGH) locations. We recognize that the campus is confronted with substantial financial challenges arising from conditions and decisions that predate your appointment as UCSF Chancellor. These include unfunded liabilities for the UCSF hospital and research buildings at Mission Bay, the incremental increase in employer contributions to our retirement system, the necessity of updating information technology and other infrastructure at multiple UCSF locations, and Regents’ requirements for addressing seismic safety renovations in several UC buildings. These conditions have been further challenged by State budget cuts, changes to the distribution of funding to our campus, and the overall economic environment. We understand that the decision to adopt the open workspace design was made because it was considered the lowest cost option as measured by reduced expenditures for furniture, the build-out of office spaces, and the increased number of faculty and staff that the new space could accommodate. Even recognizing all of these factors, we are concerned the cost savings assumptions underlying your decision may prove optimistic and that possible unintended non-financial outcomes may have been underestimated. To the extent that the planning assumptions turn out to be wrong, there may be increased costs to UCSF. These may offset significant proportions of the presumed savings, and greatly impact faculty morale and their working conditions.

Our most fundamental concerns stem from the symbolic and practical implications of taking away offices from faculty. This may very well effect our ability to retain and recruit internationally respected senior faculty and promising junior faculty for clinical and research faculty positions. The absence of an office for these faculty calls into question what we mean when we say our goal is to maintain the highest quality among our faculty.
We have reviewed the literature evaluating open-space designs and find no studies that have evaluated the impact of this approach for academic or clinical settings. We found no studies that look at the effect of this design on the recruitment and retention of top employees, much less employees who have national and international reputations for their work. We found no studies that examine the change in performance and productivity of workers who move from traditional work-spaces into open-space designs. The absence of such research suggests significant uncertainty about the consequences of the planned open-space design. In our view this uncertainty has not been factored into the expected cost-savings and efficiencies of the open-space design. Also not factored in are costs of addressing or correcting the design decisions should the spaces not produce the expected operational efficiencies.

For the past several months the Academic Senate has been actively discussing the Mission Bay open-space workplace design and the proposed extension of this design to the Clinical Sciences building, University Hall, and SFGH. As part of this process we received some background information from the campus on the financial factors that have gone into the selection of this design option. We also received comments from faculty expressing their concerns about this design and their perceptions of the potential implications for the campus and faculty if it is implemented. These comments can be viewed on the Senate website at http://senate.ucsf.edu/2012-2013/missionbay.php.

Some of the concerns are about such things as privacy, noise, and inadequate storage, which are issues that might have design or furniture solutions. However, we call your attention to the many individuals who raise variations on the more fundamental concerns outlined earlier. We have communicated these concerns to the campus community via the Senate website and via conversations and emails with department chairs, faculty leaders, and several of the Senate’s standing committees. In addition, we met twice with campus leaders (on January 3 and on March 4, 2013) to discuss our concerns and our suggested alternatives to the workspace implementation. These meetings have not been substantively productive, but they have made it clear that the current time table was not planned to allow for corrections and adjustments in these office settings should there be problems. Coupled with this are the absence of a post-occupancy evaluation plan that could inform the design decisions relative to other UCSF buildings currently targeted to be remodeled into open-work space settings, and sufficient time between such an evaluation and the initiation of the remodeling to allow for the recommended changes.

Since December we have been attempting to quietly negotiate compromises on the implementation of the open-space model. The results from these efforts have done little to meaningfully acknowledge faculty concerns. Accordingly, with this letter we formally convey the concerns raised by faculty and to propose steps that we believe will provide a basis for a viable compromise. The process outlined here starts from the premise that simply refusing the open-space model is not sufficient. The faculty are ready to participate by offering alternatives to the open space design that are cost competitive. We outline below proposed steps that will lead to the review and consideration of multiple options, and ultimately to decisions that reflect financial reality and appropriate faculty consultation.

**Proposed Steps**

1. Announce a moratorium on the extension of the open-workspace model to campus buildings beyond Block 25a at Mission Bay. This moratorium will be for a period long enough to allow for a post-occupancy evaluation of the initial occupancy of the Mission Bay building, and the integration of the findings and recommendation into the design plans for these buildings.

2. Immediately revise the Mission Bay Block 25a building occupancy plans to leave at least two floors unfinished and unoccupied until results from a post-occupancy evaluation of the balance of the building are available. The unfinished and vacant floors leaves space available for conversion to a more traditional office design should the open work space prove untenable, and the opportunity for a transition of the balance of the building to any revised floor plans becomes necessary. Although unoccupied space is expensive, we believe that this option would minimize...
the time lost and dislocation of units that are converting from open-space settings should this action be warranted.

3. Begin immediately to work with faculty representatives, both within the departments planning to move to Block 25a and selected Senate leadership members, to more fully educate them about the alternative designs that were considered during the initial planning of the Mission Bay building. Our plan is that these groups would consider the drawings, cost estimates, and assumptions underlying the estimated faculty/staff capacity, and other issues incorporated in the formulation and pricing of these options. Additionally, these groups may propose further options or variations on the prior options for consideration. Based on the faculty comments received to date options such as shared offices, or perhaps a hybrid that mixes a combination of private or shared offices with work stations for staff might be suggested for evaluation. If choices beyond the open work-space approach do emerge, then we would like to have forums on campus in which the viable options and trade-offs are presented and openly discussed.

4. Plan and conduct a rigorous study of the implementation of the open work-space units. This study should be conducted by experienced investigators, with the design and findings available for review by faculty. Planning for this should be initiated immediately, and include both a baseline survey of faculty and administrators in the groups planning to move into open work-space units, and a post-occupancy evaluation.

Campus leaders may argue that they have done due diligence on these matters, and that they have already selected the optimal alternative. On the other hand, the volume of concerns and comments coming to us from faculty and some department chairs suggests that the issue has not been sufficiently vetted. Implementing the open work-space concept among 1,500 faculty and staff, with plans to extend it to another 500 or more without sound evidence that this approach is acceptable and cost-efficient to those using the space is seen as too bold a step without real experience and evidence of its outcomes.

This letter is signed by members of the named Senate Standing Committees. If further testimony of faculty concern is desired, we are willing to conduct a survey or faculty or invite you or the department chairs to conduct such surveys.

With respect, concern and hope we pledge to work with you to resolve this very serious issue.

Sincerely,

Robert Newcomer, PhD
Chair, UCSF Academic Senate
DATE: February 8, 2013
TO: ALLACAD@Listserv.ucsf.edu
FROM: UCSF Academic Senate (academic.senate@ucsf.edu)
RE: Faculty Workspace: Present and Future Plans

Dear Colleagues,

Many of you have expressed concern about the “activity-based workplace” plan for the new Mission Bay Academic Building that does not include private offices. You may not be aware that the same structure is also planned for new and renovated UCSF space at Parnassus and all other locations.

BACKGROUND
The activity-based workplace plan for the Mission Bay Academic Building was presented to and accepted by the Chancellor’s Executive Cabinet in March 2012, following several months of work by campus leaders who had reviewed possible configurations within the constraints of space, budget and programmatic expectations. The general faculty began to learn about the plan at departmental and other meetings in the Fall of 2012. At that time, the Academic Senate and others begin to compile their concerns about this design including but not limited to concerns about privacy, productivity and the ability to retain and recruit colleagues.

ACADEMIC SENATE ACTIVITY TO DATE
In the Fall of 2012, the Committee on Academic Planning & Budget (APB) formed the Mission Bay Academic Building Working Group to address faculty concerns. This group has since expanded to include faculty members slated to move to the new building and others.

On December 18, 2012, the Academic Senate sent a letter to campus leaders via the Mission Bay Advisory Group based on the efforts of the Mission Bay Academic Building Working Group and the Academic Senate Committees on Research (COR) and Clinical Affairs (CAC). The letter documented many of the faculty concerns and proposed solutions. It can be read via: http://senate.ucsf.edu/2012-2013/12-18-12-MissionBay-FacultyConcerns.pdf

On January 3, 2013 members of the Working Group met with Sam Hawgood, Bruce Wintroub and Bonnie Maler to discuss the concerns and possible solutions in the letter. By the close of that meeting, we agreed that the constructive course of action was to increase communications to the faculty about this design and the options available to those who will be moving into the building.

To document these activities and gather input, the Academic Senate created a web page that presents questions and concerns, proposed solutions, and requests comments from faculty. Read more via: http://senate.ucsf.edu/2012-2013/missionbay.php

NEXT STEPS
We are committed to ensuring that the implementation of this model serves UCSF and its faculty as best as possible. We are separating the steps by faculty groups, as follows:

1. **Mission Bay Hospital Faculty**: Faculty members whose departments and/or programs must move to the Mission Bay Academic Building. For this group, we request that campus leaders conduct a rigorous study of the implementation of the activity-based workplace model, as well as give their commitment to act upon any deficiencies uncovered, including dismantling the model if necessary. We advocate that UCSF provide workspaces that support our success in research, teaching and clinical care.

2. **Faculty currently slated to electively move to the Mission Bay Academic Building**: Some faculty members in this group have been recruited to move with their clinical program to the Mission Bay Hospital. Others in this group include clinical faculty who are leaving their division/department to be housed in the Academic Building. We ask that campus leaders work with these groups to determine how to best meet their needs, which may include delaying or rethinking their move to the Mission Bay Academic Building.

3. **Faculty not slated to move to the Mission Bay Academic Building**: Many faculty members are slated to move into activity-based workspaces proposed for renovated or new space in the Clinical Sciences Building, University Hall, and SFGH. We recommend a moratorium on workplace planning for any of these locations until data from the requested study of the Mission Bay Academic Building have been collected and fully analyzed.

4. **Academic Senate**: The Academic Senate will continue to work with faculty and campus leaders during this process via the Mission Bay Academic Building Working Group, the Committees on Academic Planning & Budget (APB), Research (COR), Clinical Affairs (CAC), Faculty Welfare (CFW) and the School Faculty Councils. David Teitel and Alan Venook have been appointed to, and will work with the Mission Bay Advisory Group. Their participation on the Advisory Group includes advocating on behalf of faculty and reporting new information to the Academic Senate.

5. **All Faculty**: We have presented the background of the work environment proposed for the Mission Bay Academic Building, our concerns and the possible solutions that we have devised based on meetings of Academic Senate committees and work groups, and conversations among interested parties. We know that the faculty, as a whole, can add greatly to the process by sharing their concerns and solutions. Your participation is critical to the success of the implementation of the model, or alterations in it to meet the needs of the faculty. Please go to our website on this issue to read more and voice your ideas: [http://senate.ucsf.edu/2012-2013/missionbay.php](http://senate.ucsf.edu/2012-2013/missionbay.php)

Lastly, if you would like to be engaged more directly with the Academic Senate, you can also contact any one of us. We look forward to ensuring that all new space at UCSF will be designed to maximize our productivity and happiness.

Sincerely,

Robert Newcomer, PhD  
Chair, UCSF Academic Senate  
robert.newcomer@ucsf.edu

Alan Venook, MD  
Member, Mission Bay Advisory Group  
venook@cc.ucsf.edu

David Teitel, MD  
Chair, Committee on Academic Planning & Budget  
Member, Mission Bay Advisory Group  
david.teitel@ucsf.edu
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Confidentiality Concerns Including HIPAA, IRB, HR and Academic Requirements

Whomever conceived of this idea clearly does not have an understanding of the type of work that many faculty do on a daily basis. I can not imagine working in this environment on projects requiring concentration such as papers, grants, or data analysis in this setting. Moreover, this set-up is completely impractical for conference calls or meetings. As a pediatric oncologist and a fellowship director, I have multiple phone conversations regarding very sensitive patient and trainee issues that are not appropriate in an open environment from HIPPA or confidentially perspectives. As many of these are unexpected, moving to a conference room for a confidential call or conversation multiple times a day is impractical. Finally, I have great concern about this design in terms of faculty recruitment, retention, and job satisfaction. I doubt senior faculty would choose UCSF if they were only going to have a cubicle.

-Michelle Hermiston, Pediatrics
4/5/13

The plan for the new Mission Bay office building is untenable and unworkable. We have been meeting to try to figure out how it can be used, since it was presented as a fait accompli, but it will not work. We are an academic institution. Those of us, 80% of my division, who are involved in research, both lab and clinical, have 4-8 hours per day of conference calls and meetings with mentees and collaborators. Those of us with more administrative positions have confidential meetings 2-4 hour per day with applicants, staff, residents, fellows, and medical center issues. We cannot be running in and out of offices or talking with even one other person in public small cubicles. WE will not be able to recruit from outside UCSF for new faculty and researchers. It is not too late to redesign the inside of this building, which is still a hole in the ground.

-Kate Matthay
4/5/13

This type of work environment will be very problematic for clinical care. I think there are a number of confidentiality issues that will arise with this planned format: HIPPA compliance issues, inability to appropriately counsel students and trainees. I believe this will have a negative impact on work productivity. Having a quiet, private, non-disruptive space to do scholarly work is essential in an academic institution. The planned format will lead poor job satisfaction and will impact recruitment and retention of faculty.

-Rob Goldsby
4/5/13

I think the current plan will lead to decreased productivity and inefficiency. Importantly, private phone conversation between doctors and patients can not be
guaranteed, with potential medico-legal consequences.

-Obgyn
3/25/13

It's inconceivable for me that anyone could possibly see this as a move towards anything other than total disaster! As far as I can tell, this was an experiment that has already been performed by the business community and failed horribly. Why in the world are we eager to duplicate that failure?

In the medical community, these shared desks would work even less well, both for clinical faculty that require privacy in order to openly discuss sensitive HIPAA protected patient information, as well as academic physicians that need privacy simply to be productive without the already existing challenge of trying to get one's work done with an ever increasing barrage of constant distractions and interruptions.

On top of all the blatantly obvious negatives, how will UCSF possibly recruit top faculty candidates? Who in their right mind would want to come to a university with no personal office (added to the already huge recruiting disadvantage we have due to lack of sufficient lab space)?

What else can I say, but this seems colossally misguided! If implemented, UCSF should prepare itself for the inevitable mass exodus that will surely follow.

-Concerned Professor
3/17/13

I'm afraid that having this office arrangement for our treating physicians creates an environment that exposes HIPAA (PHI) and personal effects (laptops, phones, etc.) to unauthorized use, including theft. I am not certain whether this arrangement is HIPAA compliant and/or complies with JAHCO regulations, which if it does not (i.e. JAHCO sees this and finds that it is a risk to HIPAA / PHI), could open the Hospital up to fines and/or loss of accreditation.

-J
3/15/13

As a recently hired junior faculty and alumna of UCSF training, I share the concern my colleagues already have expressed.

I know of teaching-predominant departments in other university systems (non-UC) where faculty are expected to share offices, but at a premier research and clinical institution such as UCSF, an individual office is a must and cannot be replaced by a shared space. Focused thought, creative work - including writing, grant applications, design of figures, critical thinking - and HIPAA-sensitive patient discussions all require quiet and privacy. When my colleagues and I are on vacation, our individual offices are
used by visitors so that the space is not wasted. Have you consulted architects with significant scientific design experience, like Ken Kornberg (son of Arthur Kornberg, brother of Richard Kornberg)? Most importantly, please consider what faculty are expressing! If you were remodelling your house, you would expect your architect and contractor to ask about your wishes and needs, not thrust their own vision on you.

-Raga Ramachandran, Assistant Professor of Pathology
3/15/13

Physicians involved in patient care need individual offices to do so in an efficient manner while complying with an increasingly strict set of rules concerning patient privacy. The open room model that works for basic scientists at UCSF (although most PI have a private office) will not be satisfactory. In addition, this model will make it extremely difficult to recruit faculty to UCSF.

-Andrew Bollen
3/15/13

Here is yet another bad idea that has gone a long way to implementation without discussion with the group it will affect most - the people (faculty) who see the patients, get the work done, teach and counsel the students, and try to get creative cutting-edge research conceived and done along with innovative patient care ideas. I add my small voice to the outcry against this idea for all the reasons that my colleagues have intoned. I would also recommend that the Chief Privacy Officer go ahead and watch some of the HIPPA videos and on-line training that we are all subjected to. That Privacy Officer did not get it right - the course must be taken again. The degree of HIPPA liability exposure with this idea could bankrupt the state even further.

-Dolores Shoback
2/15/13

It is important as we go to various events at the different campus site that there be an area where faculty can use computers and with HIPPA appropriate restrictions be able to make patient phone calls and manage clinical emails etc. This enables us to get work done before and between meetings if needed.

-Ann Poncelet
2/11/13
Productivity

I went on the workstation tour last month and I am very concerned about how the current layout and structure will affect mine and my research group's productivity. The workstations space is too small, there is insufficient privacy or sound reduction, and there are too many stations put into one open space. This is going to particularly burdensome to research faculty and staff who are generally are in the office much more than not; I've worked in cubicles, and they can be tolerable; but the current configuration will not be.
-Tracey Woodruff
5/7/13

After taking the virtual tour, it is hard for me to imagine a less conducive work environment. While we do thrive on collaborations and interactions with our peers, so much of the work that academic faculty perform requires a quiet and private space where focused writing and thinking can occur. Reading, reviewing, and writing grants and manuscripts, as well as a relatively quiet space to meet with a student, trainee, or colleague one on one for sensitive conversations is critical. In addition, participating on conference calls and WebExs, which are frequent occurrences in this era of national and international collaborations, will be challenging. As a faculty who prides itself on creativity and productivity, we must resist the latest business trends that suggest that these environments allow full productivity. If I were to be assigned an office here, I would likely be spending a lot more time in my house, working from home.
-Mignon Loh
4/5/13

I agree with many of the comments of previous posters. I foresee major issues with new faculty recruitment as well as a profoundly negative effect on productivity from such an arrangement. To take away the one place where faculty can privately retreat to write manuscripts, grants, and research would be a major negative for both current and potential future faculty.
-Clay Gustafson, Asst Adjunct Pediatrics
4/5/13

I am an 80% clinical investigator. On most days, I spend 6-8 hours per day in my current office where I use the space to write grants, papers, and clinical trial protocols. I also use the space for conference calls and in-person meetings. None of these activities can be conducted in an open cubicle without either distracting me from writing activities or distracting those around me. I anticipate that I will need to be in one of the private "shared" rooms all day. Moreover, I use my office to store specialized supplies and pathology slides that support
my translational research program. I have concerns that I will not have a place to store these items securely.
-Steve DuBois, Pediatrics
4/5/13

I have worked in this type of environment before. It is very disruptive to productivity when you can here other conversations and phone calls happening. I had a very difficult time preparing a manuscript in this environment and opted to work in the library. This is a short term solution to the financial bottom line. Ironically I don't believe individuals who are making these decisions would actually agree to giving up their own office space for this set up.
-UCSF Medicine Dept
4/3/13

Others have commented on an inevitable flight to home offices in order to find a quiet space in which to write grants. I would also point out that younger faculty, who are struggling with the cost of housing in the Bay Area, often do not have home offices to turn to. I do not, for example, nor does my wife, now that we have an infant in our second bedroom. And we are both NIH-funded UCSF faculty. This plan would exacerbate a San Francisco-specific problem that already hinders recruitment and retention.
-Prescott Woodruff
4/2/13

I agree with all the comments below and will not list them all again, except to reiterate that creative thinking requires as few distractions as possible, and we already have way too many! Even now, the library keeps a set of "offices" that can be used by Academic Senate faculty to get some work done in peace in quiet; that space might have to be hugely expanded if this proposal gets implemented. If the administration thinks this is a generational issue, they should speak to the current students and postdocs, who have been subjected to the shared space experiment for quite a while. I have not yet met a single student or postdoc who enjoys that arrangement and will miss their cubicle/knee hole when taking a faculty position; in fact, a private office is probably one of the largest perks of having a "real job" that they can think of. In summary, this is a bad, bad idea that I hope will be reconsidered before it's too late.
-Marta Margeta
3/19/13

Terrible idea and will create massive absenteeism.
-Daniel Ramos, Professor School of Dentistry
3/18/13

I agree with earlier comments. The plan to replace faculty offices with cubicles will
markedly reduce productivity and worsen the working environment for faculty and trainees. Meetings, teaching, and the actual work of academic medicine require protected, private spaces for faculty. Also, as noted many times below, efforts to recruit and retain top talent will be seriously compromised.

Jean Nakamura
3/18/13

The Mission Bay Academic Building, with its 'activity-based workplace' consisting of 40 square foot cubicles, is an ill-conceived, wrong-headed misadventure that will deeply, possibly irrevocably, damage UCSF. Its design is based on the utterly misguided and totally untested notion that the working environments used by the electronics industry for teams of baccalaureate-level technicians and engineers, working together on specific projects, is somehow translatable to university-based academic physicians. It's not. University-based academic physicians are more than mere 'providers'. We teach at multiple levels; students, residents, fellows, junior faculty, in addition to nurses and other ancillary medical personnel — but one cannot teach in a beehive. We write grants, papers, book chapters, manuscript reviews, grant reviews, evaluations and letters of recommendation — but one cannot be creative in a phonebooth. And we discuss patient care with patients, families and other healthcare professionals — but we cannot do this in a public venue. No study has been made of UCSF faculty activities and what space and environment is needed to facilitate essential functions. No solicitation for opinion or advice went to the faculty; this is being forced down our throats with the same foresight and dexterity as the aborted UCSF-Stanford merger, and will be equally successful. No other University or medical center has tried this; it is terra incognita, and we are setting sail without a map, a compass, provisions or leadership.

We are regularly asked to attend meetings to fine-tune the way we will live in these rat cages, which is analogous to asking those on a slave ship whether they want to be chained to a starbord or portside bunk. This is not a mere a generational issue; it is not that older faculty cling to books and papers like middle-Americans clinging to their guns and religion. The paperless office is a fantasy that exists only on Star Trek; there are endless examples, from the need for original signatures to the vast amounts of literature that are not available on-line. My work has been substantially assisted by my computer, but it cannot replace the trove of information at my fingertips in my files.

It is my prediction that 1) talented younger faculty will be more readily recruited away by other Universities; 2) recruitments will be substantially more difficult, especially at the level of division chiefs, who need offices for their myriad duties; 3) productivity, especially in grants and peer-reviewed papers, will fall; 4) this 'experiment' will ultimately fail, costing UCSF substantial money and lost preisge. It is difficult to envision a more effective tactic for reducing UCSF back to the rustic quaintness of Toland Medical College. This is not the way a great University treats a great faculty.

Walter L Miller
3/17/13

As a recently hired Assistant Professor, I was shocked to hear of the plans for the activity-based workspace model. One of my main concerns when I was considering potential faculty positions was to ensure that I would have the office space and lab space that I need to carry out my research and teaching responsibilities. Had a suitable office space not been available at UCSF, I would have strongly considered a different institution.

Why is the office space important? In addition to the many pertinent issues raised in other comments, I would like to add that the office space is really a place where faculty "live," not just spend a few hours working. Most faculty that I know at UCSF have devoted their lives to research, teaching, and/or clinical practice. The faculty spend inordinate hours in their offices on activities such as writing grants and manuscripts, preparing lectures, supervising trainees, and communicating with collaborators. Many faculty work extended hours and occasionally eat and sleep in their offices. The office is an extension of their home. As faculty we find it challenging to juggle all of the demands placed on us, and at the same time we need a dedicated space where we can think, focus, reflect, and write quietly--this is why we are academics. We also need to have the ability to rapidly switch among disparate tasks. In a typical hour, I might start out working privately on a manuscript or grant application using multiple computer monitors, then one of my lab staff members might come by my office and we may meet privately to go over data or plan experiments, and then I might need to handle a confidential phone call. I can only seamlessly transition among these tasks with a private office.

-Chris Allen
3/15/13

As an associate professor in a basic science department and a parent of small children, my office is a critical space that allows me to manage my work responsibilities effectively. It is the only space in which I have the necessary solitude to work efficiently on grants, manuscripts, and lectures. I cannot effectively mentor research trainees without a private office in which I can discuss both scientific issues and career-related issues (such as work ethic, motivation, lab conflict, etc.) Choosing an "activity-based workplace" over traditional office space is misguided and is doomed to have negative repercussions on the University.

-Anita Sil
3/15/13

This is a terrible idea. This is probably some architect's idea of how to foster community or something. Along with other ideas from McKinsey and Oracle that we have been subjected to with Grants and Purchasing, this is not how to do it. Science and discovery result from the right balance of inspiration and collaboration along with deep, sustained, concentrated thought. Much of what we do is writing, look at writers spaces for some
idea of the kind of space necessary for that. The model of Genetech Hall is not bad, with neighborhoods and places for interaction, and private offices for meetings, and writing and thinking. I agree with others that this would decrease productivity, lead people to work more from home, and decrease recruitment.

-Assistant Professor
3/15/13

How could I work without an office? How can I think? How can I meet with my postdocs and students? My office is right next to my lab: that spatial continuity if vital.

We will have a very difficult time hiring or keeping faculty if they can't have an office. We need peace and quiet so that we can concentrate and think deeply and uninterruptedly about science.

I don't know if you are aware of this, but it's getting harder and harder to be a faculty member at UCSF. The red tape is killing us, and it's everywhere. This new idea is just crazy. If it is implemented, I may have to stay home to get more of my work done, and I think it's good to be here where the students and postdocs and other faculty are. I also don't understand why you would want to do this. We have a lot of space. Your faculty bring in a lot of money for the university, and they give the university its reputation. If we all leave, or are miserable in our little cubicles, what will happen to USCSF? We don't have to stay here. I love UCSF but I need to be able to get my work done, and also to feel that I am valued. This might just be the last straw.

-Distinguished Professor at UCSF
3/15/13

For the many reasons noted, faculty need individual offices. I cannot imagine doing my job without a private office: reading, writing, meeting with trainees, supervising employees, carrying on conversations regarding confidential patient information in a private environment.

In addition, I continue to find it very useful to have a large screen desktop computer, which I utilize for private discussion for both patient care and research. I would not want the additional effort of logging in remotely from a conference room and would not want to have all my information on a laptop.

This seems like a terrible idea.
-Scott Kogan, M.D. Professor of Laboratory Medicine
3/15/13

I think that it is crucial for faculty members to have individual offices. I often come to my campus office to work on the weekends because it takes less time than organizing work to being it home. Having a quiet place to work is key to productivity.

-
As a physician scientist I cannot imagine working in an environment with limited or no privacy. I handle confidential patient related issues in my office, I have numerous confidential discussions with the individuals in my lab or with house officers and fellows discussing patients on my service when I am attending, and of course I need quiet but accessible (for patient and staff conversations) private space for writing grants, reviewing data, composing and responding to email, making and taking phone calls often involving confidentiality issues.

-Daniel Bikle
3/15/13

I worry that a lack of private office space will severely limit faculty productivity and will negatively impact the way that UCSF faculty are perceived by peers and funding agencies. This will negatively impact mentorship as faculty will not have space to meet one-on-one with trainees.

- Anatomy/Medicine
3/15/13

The "activity-based workplace" is an absolutely terrible idea and makes no sense whatsoever to me. A private office is critical to a professional career. How can I possibly organize my academic life without a home base in which to write, contemplate, discuss, and plan? I would honestly look to leave this university - which already gives me much less than most of my colleagues at other institutions.

- Associate Professor, Department of Medicine
3/15/13

As a new faculty member and physician scientist, I can see how an open model with cubicles could foster collaborations. However, the role of a PI requires a balance between individual effort and collaborative effort. The majority of my time is spent meeting with trainees, reading, writing, meeting with collaborators, and managing my patients. Having a private office is critical to successfully completing all of these tasks since many of these conversations are confidential (ie patient care; feedback to a trainee; current lab strategies) or require concentration (ie grant writing especially in this environment.) Can you imagine having these types of conversations or spending all of our time in an environment like a coffee shop?

The university must support its basic researchers as well as clinicians in order to support the long-term health and success of the institution. Having some areas with an open design is appropriate for fostering collaborations and interactions, particularly since we already have multiple campuses. Having dedicated space (ie an office) for faculty to concentrate is critical for successfully achieving and maintaining our high
research, teaching, and clinical care goals.
- junior faculty recent hire, Department of Medicine
3/15/13

An office is an essential component of life as a faculty member at an academic institution.

Much of what we do requires intense concentration - which is hard enough under any circumstance - let alone when you can't close the door to shut out other conversations or distractions.

The recognition UCSF earns for outstanding grant funding will suffer if faculty do not have offices in which to write grants.
-Tamara Alliston
3/15/13

Happily ensconced in my own private office with a view of the Quad at Mission Bay, all I can think as I read this forum is that I would have a much more difficult time thriving and succeeding in the type of space proposed. I make a point of trying to spend as much time in my lab as possible to promote camaraderie and improve productivity in my group. However, when it is time to write grants and papers, I must be in the quiet space of my office. Open environments work for some personality types, mainly extroverts. However, the vast majority of research scientists are introverts, who need quiet alone time to think and recharge. Open office plans will not work for them as they would not work for me. I would not have joined the UCSF family if I had been recruited to a cubicle.
- Recently hired junior faculty, School of Medicine
3/15/13

I can see that it is attractive as a model for situations where faculty come and go from a particular location on a rotating basis, but that isn't the way that faculty engaged in basic research work. We read, write and meet for the majority of our days, day in and day out. The proposed model absolutely will make this more difficult and less pleasant. Most people need the ability to quietly gather their thoughts and to spend time in deep consideration in order to actually make scientific progress.

The "hotel" model seems to be based on the thought that scientific progress is based on group think rather than the efforts of individual faculty making conceptual advances. A balance of individual space and meeting space is absolutely essential to actually do the things we are supposed to be doing. If I were forced to exist in this model, I would find no choice but to do about half of my work in my home office.
-Full Professor ladder rank, physician scientist
3/15/13
I oppose this dictate. Private (sound-proof) faculty offices are essential to the University’s mission.
- Mark Seielstad
3/15/13

Members of study sections care about whether a PI has a dedicated office space. We look for this resource in their applications because having a dedicated private office indicates that the PI's institution values them enough to provide an office. This also indicates that the PI will have a dedicated place in which to think, collate data, talk with lab member and to carry out the science that they are paid to perform. It is my belief that we cannot perform the science the taxpayers are paying us to perform without a private office. I know members of study sections at NIH agree. The bottom line seems to be money, however, this plan to get rid of private offices spaces will make UCSF less competitive and prove financially unsound.
- Noelle L'Etoile, Associate Professor
3/15/13

Whereas I understand the rationale for moving from private offices to "activity-based" workspace and understand that it may in fact work for clinical faculty, I think that this is a very bad idea for basic science faculty. Trying to do my business in an open work area would simply not work for me and the members of my lab with whom I consult on a regular basis. I urge the UCSF administration to think this one again.
- Martin McMahon
3/15/13

Activity-based workspace is a short-sighted idea. Academic faculty have many duties that go beyond direct patient care- teaching, administration and research. Most of us juggle these tasks on a daily basis but to be productive in these areas, space that is private, ergonomic and allows for confidential work and discussions is mandatory. In some non-clinical specialties such as radiology, laboratory medicine and pathology even the patient care duties are performed in private office space. I cannot imagine being able to recruit top-tier candidates to our institution without guaranteeing such space, much less retaining our best and brightest faculty. Rather than make this decision in a vacuum, I encourage the decision-makers to "go to the source"? to find the facts themselves (Genchi Genbutsu in TPS terminology) before choosing a course that will negatively impact this Medical Center in the long-run.
- Associate Professor
3/15/13

I am not in favor of replacing PI offices with activity based workplaces. An office for research academic PIs is vital for writing grant applications and papers, meeting with post-docs and lab staff as well as job candidates and visiting academics.
The PIs office is a place of work and creativity, just as any office to be found at UCSF should be. Activity based space provides a means to quickly perform basic work within a set time frame and suggests that the researcher will carry all the information needed with them to complete their task. This is not amenable to researchers who need significant time for thinking/creating/writing in a quiet space. Researchers often need access to multiple forms of media e.g. lap top, desktop, large (30-inch) true color monitors/backup drives/text books etc, how will activity-bases spaces cater to this need? 

-Sarah Knox
3/15/13

It is my strong opinion that lack of office space for basic science faculty is an extremely counterproductive plan that will result in substantial reduction in productivity. Transition to an Activity-Based Open Space model will be the end of UCSF as a top academic institution.

- Assistant Professor in Residence
3/15/13

I agree with the notion that faculty, basic as well as clinical, need their own, dedicated office space. Implementing a system in which faculty offices are removed in favor of open, joint spaces is a poorly thought out idea that should not move forward. There are many reasons for this to be a bad idea, from confidential conversations, to private/quiet environment to write grants, etc.

- Matthias Hebrok
3/15/13

The notion that faculty have limited need for private office space in which to conduct sensitive work (i.e., discussion of a private nature with other parties, scientific writing requiring minimal distraction, discussion with research team members regarding proprietary research) is preposterous. The majority of my work day is spent in meetings with students, colleagues, and peers, the majority of which include private matters that should not be held in a public venue. My experience is that most of my colleagues have the same near-daily experience. What is the data that such open-plan concepts are productive in the academic setting? The possibility is that some amount of shared space is reasonable, but to commit to this large-scale restructuring is ill-advised without careful consideration as to the impact on faculty productivity and quality of life (which impacts productivity!). The apparent financial savings do not take into account the considerable cost in terms of lost/displaced productivity and increases in the cost related to Human Resources workplace complaints, grievances, and potential loss of intellectual property due to open plans for faculty and staff.

And finally, the open plan with respect to wet bench laboratories is equal narrow in its vision. This appears to be geared primarily towards basic scientists who do not work
with primary human tissues. The need for secure facilities in which to accrue and maintain human tissues collected from participants in ongoing clinical research studies is poorly accommodated by the open plan design. These materials must be safeguarded and a shared freezer bay for keeping samples is the poorest form of security. The more people that share laboratory space (i.e., students, staff, postdocs, faculty) from different research groups, the more likely that an individual who is not familiar with the gravity of not following all safety protocols to ensure that samples are securely maintained will make a fatal (if unintended) error that could cause considerable harm. There appears to be little plan to cluster research in a meaningful way to potential assemble investigators with similar needs (i.e., infrastructure, equipment, security) to minimize risk to study conduct, safety, and security.

-optional
3/9/13

It is unclear to me whether this is going to have a MAJOR negative impact on my work life, or just a minor/neutral one. I cannot imagine, however, how it would ever be a net positive to lose an office where I can focus on work.
-Faculty member in Epidemiology
3/3/13

Shared space is hard enough in a family, much less with colleagues. Work styles differ, respect for quiet and privacy differs, degrees of 'nosiness' differ, views of what constitutes 'clean' or 'organized' differ. For faculty that need quiet personal space to recharge and gather thoughts, this new model will be challenging, stifling and claustrophic. This decision is clearly a misguided attempt to save money, and should not be touted as anything other than that. The only way for faculty to stop this is to band together play hardball with the leadership. That's why unions work. Imagine if someone tried to take away the unit-specific nursing lounges and replace them with a common lounge space for all nurses in the cafeteria? The nursing union would strike and administration would have to listen. We are powerless unless we act.
-Department of Pediatrics
3/2/13

I currently work in cubicle-land, and I like my colleagues. Yet even polite, low level conversations adjacent to my desk are highly distracting, especially during grant writing and paper revision work, when it takes time to get into a good flow. We can all agree that constant interruption is counter-productive. I will often work late evenings and weekends, or in the worst-case I will squat in other unoccupied workspaces to avoid unnecessary conversations. Being chased out of my personal work-space to get work done is non-ideal, as I lose printer access and reference materials, and I am visibly absent. If a model of anonymous shared space is adopted for faculty, this would represent a step down from a situation that is already difficult to tolerate. Considerations that I recommend for the new space: Lockable, assigned, personal cabinets and
drawers. Printer/copier/fax/phone access. As much privacy screening as possible without blotting out natural light. Allowing plants and food. Daily cleaning/sanitation schedule. If workstations are provided, to make an equal number of spaces available without them.

- Pharmaceutical Chemistry
3/2/13

For all the reasons previously expressed, I am very concerned about this type of workspace. Lacking a quiet place to think, work, and meet will seriously affect my productivity.

-Judy Hahn
2/19/13

The Academic Senate has done an excellent job in outlining many of the concerns associated with the proposed activity-based workspace for faculty. I share the concerns outlined, as well as those added by other colleagues here. Something of great concern to me is that this plan does not appear to take into consideration the individual needs of faculty, but rather seems to be address us a homogenous group with very similar work-styles, activities, and privacy needs. I believe that faculty are a very diverse group of individuals with very different needs for privacy, quiet, etc. The issue of losing the ability to pump when working with a nursing child is but one critical individual need I see raised here that deserves a great deal of weight. Had I not had a semi-private office when my child was young I doubt I could have managed to keep up with pumping given the schedule I managed, and I know this to be true for others as well. This is but ONE example of a necessary activity that would be very difficult to maintain in the proposed environment. There are many others. Has there been consideration given regarding faculty members with cognitive differences relative to distraction and noise? How would anyone be able to accomplish anything at all if every movement or sound in the open space they share broke their focus? Would these people be housed differently than other faculty? How will the University accommodate members of our community who can't function in such an environment without excluding them? Besides these issues of potential discrimination, the comments other colleagues have shared contain reason enough to recognize that this proposal has many concerns for many different reasons, across the community.

-Gwen Essex
2/19/13

I am in favor of breaking down barriers to interdisciplinary communication, but I don't think that the new designs are the best way to accomplish this. There seems to be an implicit assumption that faculty and staff are working in teams to develop I-phone like products. But academic life is not compatible with such a model. People need quiet space for reflection and writing, and for private conversations with colleagues and students. The ideas about expanded "huddle space" are good, but space for offices --
and books -- should not, and need not, be sacrificed for that gain.

- Barbara Koenig
2/13/13

Working styles vary greatly among faculty. I know with 100% certainty that an "open space" office would NOT work for me. I would not be able to write grants or papers in this kind of a setting. An open space office would paralyze my ability to write or think creatively. This concept may work for those who like to work in front of a television or in a coffee shop. This has never been my work-style, even going back to elementary school. To be successful at UCSF, I need a quiet place to work. I currently have an ideal office: door, window view, enough room to hold 3-4 person meetings. I get enormous pleasure from working in my current office. The open office concept is a complete miss-match for my working style.

- Julene Johnson
2/13/13

I currently have shared space in clinic with the other faculty members in my division. Though, I enjoy the camaraderie and exchange of ideas and updates that come with the interactions of working together in this space together, if I need to be efficient and thoughtful about academic and administrative work, I find my private office is far more effective. Common work spaces can be distracting.

- William Ryan
2/12/13

I concur with all the issues raised in the Dec 18th letter from the Academic Senate. An open workspace plan for faculty seems incredibly problematic. I personally could not do my work in such an environment.

- Beth Mertz
2/11/13

I just returned from an international conference where I learned from an Australian colleague that this open workplace has been used in an academic medical setting: University of Melbourne. It sounded like a similar floor plan--desks in large open rooms--with the exception that there are a small number of coveted offices for senior faculty. My colleague had a desk in the open space for two years, and felt that the plan was disastrous for reasons that echo the concerns I have heard regarding the new faculty building at Mission Bay. His biggest complaints were the high noise level and the frequent interruptions by people who would see him sitting at his desk. He felt it had a large negative impact on his academic productivity. He now has one of the few private offices, and feels that he needs the door he can close to get work done. Although my colleague feels that this workspace is widely disliked at his institution, his does represent just one opinion. It seems worthwhile, however, for UCSF leadership to interview academic physicians like him who have worked in this type of setting. During
presentations regarding this new building at UCSF, I have repeatedly heard that there is no precedence for this sort of open workspace in academic medicine, but that does not seem to be the case.

- Heather Fullerton  
2/09/13

The letter makes multiple salient points, particularly as a junior faculty member who has books, meets with students and staff privately, and requires quiet space to write.

- Emily Arnold, PhD  
1/7/13
Voice Access

I can appreciate most of the concerns expressed. I have a few questions of my own. Would we also be sharing computers in these shared workplaces? Would every software program then be available on every computer for everyone’s use? Or will UCSF give everyone a laptop, each one loaded up with the software that we might have on our desktop computer in our office? Not trying to be funny, but am really wondering about this? Also, where would I keep my petty cash? I do a lot of community-based work and need access to my cash for a number of project-related expenses. And would we share file cabinets, too?

-Valerie Yerger
2/11/13
**Insufficient Consultation with Stakeholders**

I was recently a visiting professor at Penn and described the Activity Workplace plan to several colleagues in different departments there (Medicine, Pediatrics and Surgery) and they were all astounded that such a poor top down decision could be made by the Chancellor and the Vice Chair of Research and the Dean of the School of Medicine without adequate faculty input. They all said they would never move to a Medical School with this kind of work place plan because of the negative effects on research, clinical communications, and faculty excellence. The Academic Senate must be very forthright to change these plans at all UCSF sites immediately.

-Michael Matthay, MD, Dept Medicine and Anesthesiology and the CVRI
4/7/13

Now that a number of the main tenants of the MB faculty building have weighed in -- the Pediatrics Department -- faculty from all but one of the proposed Departments who will have cubicles in the space have registered thoughts - With such overwhelming negativity and with 22 months before this building will be ready for occupancy - and now this from Pediatricians who are actually getting a new hospital -- it is not reality to believe this will work -- faculty will leave, retire, work from home and be unhappy all at the same time.

I suggest that the next step is for the Department Chairs be forced to meet with their faculty and explain to their faculty where they were when this decision was made -- and what were they thinking if they were thinking at all. The Chairs are every bit as responsible for this mess as are the planning groups. If and when you read this, forward the link to your Department Chair and hold them accountable.

-DOM
4/6/13

These workplaces may work for non clinical faculty, but this will simply NOT work for clinicians, surgeons. Show me one physicians’ office in the entire US that is configured in this manner.

I believe that clinicians should not move to Mission Bay if this is the model. We at UCSF should finally have our voices heard instead of given patronizing statements or platitudes or be told that it is a done deal.

-RH
4/2/13

This Activity-Based Workplace plan is ill conceived and will hurt UCSF in many ways. It reminds me of the top down, high handed administrators’ decision making process that occurred without adequate faculty input with the disastrous UCSF-Stanford merger. The Chancellor and the Deans should have consulted and worked with faculty on this issue from the outset. It will hurt both retention and recruitment of premier faculty in the basic, translational, and clinical sciences. As others have already commented, it will impede
optimal grant applications, manuscript preparation and interactions among faculty and fellows and students.
-Michael Matthay
4/2/13

I have just spent a typical day here at UCSF. I met with postdocs to mentor them, I met with the administrator and an RSC about the grant we’re preparing to put in, I met with one of my research teams, and then another research team. Finally now, I'm alone. Thus, from this morning until now (6:15 pm), I have been in nonstop meetings, in my OFFICE. How will this work in the new space we're being forced into? Will I have to demand that I get one of the offices? (that there are only 1 for every 4 people?). Moreover, I work all the time - on the weekends, evenings, and university holidays. I work really hard for my pay! And then I look again at the photos above and I think of the movie “9 to 5”, with all the workers in cubicles, a sea of cubicles. In fact, when the main character got a raise, she moved to....yup, an office! And us, those of us who bring in the grants that keep the university going - #1? And we're being told, nope, you're being put into "open space" (not even cubicles). Y'know, it truly does not feel that the university cares about us. And there's just ongoing confirmation about this since no higher-ups are doing anything to help us. From department chair on up. No one cares. It feels really sad to me. I've put in many years here, bringing in lots of money. But no one cares.
-Medicine
3/22/13

Thirteen years ago, I co-chaired the building committee for Genentech Hall with Zach Hall, then our Executive Vice Chancellor. Our committee developed one of the very best research buildings in the country. This accomplishment was made possible because the committee drew heavily on the collective wisdom of the faculty and staff and respected the needs of the future occupants whom the building would serve. The resulting design was innovative and has proven very functional. To get to this point, however, the committee had to scrap a set of professionally made architectural drawings that would have implemented a building of vastly inferior design (then called the Seismic Replacement building). The initial structure had been designed by the architects with little if any faculty input before the Mission Bay building committee was formed. Simply put, had it been built, none of us would have chosen to move into it; the Mission Bay campus as we know it today would not have developed. Our Chancellor at the time, J. Michael Bishop, was supportive of the dramatic redirection that the faculty advocated, even though it came at a significant cost to UCSF. To this day, we are thankful for his support.

As I hope this brief history illustrates, UCSF is a large institution with a vast experience base. More likely than not—and whatever the issue—we have been there before. By getting into building design without faculty input, our institution made a mistake then,
and we paid a price to correct it. Regrettably, we now seem to be making the same mistake again, except that, this time, there appears to be no will or constructive mechanism to admit the mistake and correct it. Personally, I have not seen the details of the design but, from the sentiments I hear and read, it seems rather obvious that the office space layout is widely regarded as incompatible with the functions that the building will house. And, it seems clear that a dysfunctional Building 25 could endanger the optimal development of the Mission Bay Hospital, which is a huge institutional investment.

A few lessons seem to emerge: 1) we must remember to look more often to best practices of the past and apply to the present the enormous wisdom and experience pool in our community, and 2) we must reverse the increasing trend towards top-down decision-making that now seems to be permeating the institution we are all so proud of.

-Peter Walter, Professor of Biochemistry and Biophysics
3/16/13

I also agree with the comments and want to join the chorus of outrage about a decision that to have emerged without consultation with those who will be affected by it. Based on the reasons voiced in prior comments, we have to be very concerned that this will undermine our productivity and competitiveness. Is the institution’s commitment to faculty well-being only lip service?

I am afraid that our worries may be dismissed as us not appreciating the benefits of a more open working environment. That seems like a risky or reckless bet. Is there actually any data or precedent that what may work for some industries will work in academia? As has been argues, our work life is very different from that of an employee of a corporation. I am equally worried that this could have an extremely negative impact.

-Boris Bastian, Professor of Dermatology and Pathology
3/15/13
Associate Professor, Mission Bay

Concur with all the reasons given below by the faculty.

Why does the administration keep insisting on getting in the way of our research?

Leave us alone. We like our space just the way it is.

If the administration likes this idea so much, let them implement it for themselves. I certainly don’t mind if the chancellor, deans, provost etc have cubicles right next to each other. Just don’t bring your expensively wasteful and loony ideas to the faculty.

-School of Medicine
3/15/13
I concur with my colleagues and will not reiterate all the very sensible reasons they presented, that make this an idea worth at least to be tested on a small scale for a sufficient amount of time (since we can not move back on the the Mission Bay Academic Building plan).

I am still not clear on how and by whom this idea was proposed and the decision was made. Could we please get a very straightforward answer on that so as to be able to understand their arguments and meet with them in person. 

I also agree that the chancellor's gesture is nice but that there should be a moratorium on this plan for faculty until we have feedback from this plan applied to ALL the administrators and after they have worked under these conditions for a while.

- Christian Vaisse MD, PhD-Professor, Diabetes Center
3/15/13

The silence and lack of comment - any comment -- from the Dean or Chancellor at least acknowledging the angst and discontent of the faculty is bordering on the unbelievable. Many of the faculty have done due diligence and have visited the mock-up of the space at Mission Bay. Unfortunately, while done in good faith, the experience has increased discontent of the faculty -- that the administration believes a tour of this corner of the fourth floor of the Diller Building to see the space would increase acceptance is further evidence of their tone deafness. Despite the laundry list of comments on this site, perhaps the leadership believes this is a vocal minority of whiners. Well, how about a formal survey? How about showing some respect for the faculty of a Medical School again ranked in the Top Ten? How about admitting a mistake and finding a compromise? The obvious strategy of the administration is to delay, just as the strategy was to sneak this idea through the door while the faculty was not looking. And meanwhile, how about spelling out in detail the plans that would use this same model of space allocation for all remodeling going forward.

- Dept of Medicine, Professor
3/14/13

I concur will all of the concerns of the commenters here and thank the Academic Senate for taking the lead on this very important issue. I would add to the list of privacy concerns the management of research staff performance and development in addition to advising and mentoring activities.

Please note that the proposed faculty workspace plan is not limited to Mission Bay. Relocation plans for faculty moving out of Clinical Sciences and University Hall into other spaces on Parnassus are also affected. As of today I do not see a single positive comment regarding this plan.

We were informed in our departmental faculty meeting that this plan was motivated by cost savings. I think we all appreciate the difficult decisions involved though the lack of
stakeholder involvement was disrespectful. I suggest that perhaps the long terms costs were not adequately assessed.

Now that we’ve had a month long comment period, could we get an update on the plans?
-Katherine Williams
3/11/13

The university leadership has responded to the outrage expressed on this page with silence: a deafening silence. Is it too much to ask for lip service to the idea of faculty welfare?
The university should call for a timeout and immediately halt the planning process.
-Associate Professor, School of Medicine
3/6/13

I have not heard a single faculty member speak even remotely positively about the current workplace Mission Bay plans. The response from senior leadership even in response to the academic senate has been nothing but condescending. Literally, we hear the decision was made (without your input) so you will have to adjust and deal with it. I am already hearing rumblings of faculty leaving and have seen the initial effects on recruitment to UCSF. I myself will have to reconsider my long-term plans - not just in response to the workplace plans but also the decision-making process and responsiveness to this decision. We are not google or an IT company. I deal with sensitive patient issues, research issues, administrative issues and have always had my personal space to work. This is what every other academic hospital local and distant offers for these very same reasons. Despite the reiteration that "it will work" and you will "have to adjust," there is no doubt in my mind that for me, it will not.
-Department of Pediatrics
3/4/13

I agree wholeheartedly with the eloquent comments of my colleagues who have taken time to make entries on this site. I do fear that we are preaching to the choir, and that we are reading and feeling solidarity in each other's comments but the planners are not listening. As recently as last week I attended a meeting of Cancer Center leadership where yet again the comment was made that "the ship has already sailed." I greatly appreciate the efforts of the Academic Senate to provide representation, yet I get the sinking sense that this site may serve more as a place to vent than as a means of talking reason into the minds of those who thought this a good idea before asking. Misery loves company, but not when misery is trying to get our kind of work done.
-Lisa Orloff MD
3/4/13

I think that 2 important statements/questions have been made: 1) Is anyone higher up
listening? Or are we just complaining to each other? 2) Said one person, "The only way for faculty to stop this is to band together play hardball with the leadership. That's why unions work." My sense is that the answer to #1 is a resounding NO. Do we want to do something about it? I very much appreciate that the faculty senate is commenting on this. But as someone who is being forced to move - from a space that we designed for ourselves and works amazingly well for us - it bothers me that it feels that we are just going to be the guinea pigs to show that it doesn't work. But a lot of us are afraid of speaking up because of potential retribution. And speaking doesn't seem to be doing a heck of a lot to help.

-Full Professor
3/3/13

The postings on this website and the letter from December 18 clearly demonstrate that there are faculty who are extremely upset with the move to Mission Bay. The comments reflect two areas of greatest concern: the open-space concept in general and the lack of consultation with the faculty regarding this decision. It is unclear if the views expressed are from a vocal minority or majority and that is probably irrelevant. The response of the leadership has been to build a mock-up of the space configuration and to offer tours, at which time a written survey is taken which solicits choices of, for example, preferences for chair type or how one wishes to distribute the nine linear feet of shelving. Despite the absence of any official response from the leadership to the concerns voiced by the faculty -- such as quality of life issues, a literature suggesting this kind of work space is a trend that is losing favor in places where it has been implemented, HIPPA compliance -- sessions are being held to determine the neighborhood composition of the floors of the building. To my knowledge, no official surveys have been conducted by the leadership, no town halls have been held and not even a nod to acknowledge the sentiments of the faculty at large -- even if the administration thinks the concerns are rubbish -- has been seen -- if there is any doubt that the lack of consultation with the faculty leading up to this decision was purposeful, the failure to put out a statement of any kind on any point clarifies that question. The lack of a formal response should also assure the faculty that the administration is hoping the faculty is too busy and too downtrodden to notice and that the plan can proceed as scheduled without opening a dialogue. Once ground is broken for the building, apparently set for later this month, the leadership has said the plans are set in stone. Why that would be true is unclear, but the time-frame is unambiguous. Comments welcome.

-Department of Medicine
3/2/13

The concerns so aptly laid out by the Academic Senate and expanded on by my articulate colleagues concern me, too. The manner in which planning occurred was not only against our core principle of faculty governance, but disrespectful of faculty. The plan devalues us as people and the important work we do to make UCSF great. The continued erosion of our value, workplace environment and supports make this an
increasingly demoralizing place to work.
-Susan Kools
2/13/13

I share the concerns of other writers and thank the Senate leadership for taking the lead in responding. There are two important issues here: 1. The effects of the planned workplace changes on faculty productivity, welfare, happiness, compliance with HIPAA standards, status, etc. and 2. The unilateral manner in which this decision was made. Most comments relate to #1. RE: #2, I appreciate that budgets are tight, that individual offices are often wasteful of space, and that the administration was tasked with finding offices for many faculty on a limited budget. But we have lots of dedicated, smart faculty who know more about what our jobs involve than those who made this decision. Why not involve us in problem solving from the start? This doesn't feel like shared governance.
-Tom Newman
2/11/13

I agree that open workspace without private offices for faculty is highly problematic for the reasons put forth by the Academic Senate and other commenters. The plans seem to reflect a fundamental lack of understanding of what faculty do and how we do it. I am dismayed that UCSF did not follow the precedent it set when Laurel Heights was built out in the 1990s. All of the groups that moved in initially had the opportunity to configure their suites with the mix of private offices and shared work spaces that best met their needs.
-Janet Coffman
2/9/13
**Loss of Community**

I echo the comments of many prior posters. These workspaces might be suitable for a physician charting area on the wards, but the workspaces simply won't function for clinicians and clinical researchers whose daily activities, including grant writing, protocol review, meetings with students, case discussions with residents, calls to patients, nurses, and other physicians, etc, simply cannot be done in a cubicle workspace. I think that many MDs will choose to work at home during times when they don't have direct clinical responsibilities; this would have a deleterious effect on the valuable collaboration and interactions that are such an important part of medicine.

-Elizabeth Robbins, MD, Clinical Professor, Pediatrics
4/5/13

I just returned from a conference where during discussions with a colleague from University of Washington, he chortled knowingly about new buildings with open plans. He told me UW purchased a building from Safeco insurance company which had an open plan and fantastic views of the city (and renamed it University Tower). He was there for a while and hated it and gladly moved to a windowless basement private office. http://www.washington.edu/research/industry/newsletter/0207insidestory.html

-Stuart Gansky, DrPH, Preventive & Restorative Dental Sciences
3/27/13

The countless grants that keep our lab's research going and successful were written in private offices, doors closed. Who will replace those lost $$$ in research funding after eliminating private office space? Faculty forced to work in cubicle space will flee to their quiet home offices (if they have one) and will be away from the lab more often. This absenteeism in turn will harm the collaborative atmosphere and not foster them.

-Assistant Professor
3/26/13

Torsten is absolutely correct and I completely agree. This will have devastating consequences both immediately and for the scientific future of UCSF. If it passes, many PIs will be forced to adopt a "work from home" strategy to get writing done (which is most of what we do) and we all know how well this worked out for Yahoo.

-Assistant Professor Dermatology
3/15/13

I think this is all about $$$ and not about "team-building." I know that it's primary effect on my work schedule will be that any days I don't have patients or critical meetings, I will be working from home, which is much better than a cheap cubicle! It will be another reason to consider leaving when recruitment offers come my way. It's also going to be VERY hard to impress anyone (residents, fellows, faculty) to come to UCSF when they see how lousy the faculty are cared for....
There was a time when most at UCSF were in one large building (Parnassus). There were frequent, dynamic interactions amongst faculty (and those working with them). This occurred in part because of the need for all to cram around the elevator shafts where unscheduled meetings happened regularly. There also were areas, particularly along the north-west corners of HSW, where people would congregate to look at the view and talk (until ill-considered renovations removed those spaces). My point is that interactions were the engine driving the innovation that UCSF was known for. So I appreciate why administration attempted to create a pleasant interactive space in the new building. But the comments posted, and discussions with others, strongly indicate that the space plan for Mission Bay is not the solution. There will be no interactions if faculty avoids a space because the cubicles provided do not meet their minimal work needs. Precious resources therefore will be spent on a building that only will poorly position UCSF’s competitiveness in retaining and recruiting young-to-senior top-tier faculty.

-Fred Schaufele
3/2/13

Our department has done a survey of this issue. Nearly everyone feels that the space will be inferior to what we have now and that many people will work at home a lot. This will have bad effect on our sense of community. We also think that our concerns have not been taken seriously by the chancellor. Even a little thing like divider height has not been incorporated into the design.

-Full Professor
3/2/13

I was talking to one of my postdocs, Ashley Sander-Jackson, about the new building. She later followed up the conversation with the following email:

From: Sanders-Jackson, Ashley
Sent: Tuesday, February 12, 2013 1:53 PM To: Glantz, Stanton A
Subject: shared space

Stan, I was thinking about the conversation we had about a shared space. I've known a number of people who have worked in shared environments like the one you describe and I have worked in a lab that was a large shared space. Though some people might enjoy the interaction, many attempt to manipulate the hours they are in the space so as to avoid too many people. They may also use headphones to block out extraneous noise. This type of environment is not necessarily optimal for getting things done or even for collaborating (people often feel that they need to move their meetings elsewhere to avoid disturbing those around them).

Best, Ashley
- Stanton Glantz
2/12/13

The designers of this plan are clearly not academics. The assumption that the academic role can be broken down into a series of discrete tasks that can simply be done in different places ignores the way most academics actually work—which involves doing multiple things at the same time: working on paper proofs, fielding phone calls, making ideas for grant proposals, being interrupted by a student with a problem, answering emails, reviewing applicants for programs, etc—all at once. Making us move to a different place for each thing we do will not improve our efficiency—and will be a disaster for morale.

Yes, collaborating with colleagues is important. But equally important is a place of one's own to retreat and think deeply about the work. Having to make an appointment to have that opportunity is not the same as simply closing the door and having one’s resources at hand. If this plan goes through, many faculty will simply work from home, having the effect of DECREASING collaborative interaction.

As a dept. chair, I know how challenging it is to recruit good people to come here, given the very high cost of living. If I proudly show potential recruits their cubicle, they will run screaming to competitor institutions that understand what faculty need to do their best work. No one who has worked so hard to be successful wants to go back to cubicle life, and calling it "bold" won't change that.

The kind of research I do involves iteratively reviewing many, many documents. It is almost impossible to do this all online, not to mention the eyestrain involved with trying. We order the documents in different ways, lay them out on hard surfaces and compare them. I also use (gasp) BOOKs in my work and in my activities with students. I need to have a place for them. This plan ignores differences in the workstyles and multiple types of work faculty do. We are not all widget inventors working on prototypes. However, this plan made me think of an innovative revenue generating startup: a torches-and-pitchforks (figuratively only) rental company! Should be quite a demand for them among faculty if this plan continues.

-Ruth Malone
2/11/13

Creative thought needs private space for maximal fruition. Faculty interact w/ others all day every day and need private space for integration and molding of the intellectual products we are so good at creating. Take away private spaces for thought and work, and you take away the thought and work. This "activity-based workplace" is nothing more than destruction of the intellectual process that makes the UC great. Take away private places for minds to work, and minds will cease to work in the space provided. Private offices are essential to collaborative work: if one is forced into public spaces all the time, one will do ever more to seek private mental space and will resent and avoid
intrusions on this. If one has private mental space for adequate processing, one will seek increasing collaboration w/ others who have had the same processing space and will create greater intellectual products. The "activity-based workplace" is a disaster for intellectual growth. Do not force it upon UCSF. UCSF will suffer as a leading institution if faculty are not able to work in the spaces necessary for intellectual prosperity. No leading minds will seek out such a space to work: we will not recruit the best people if we offer only this intrusive and distracting "activity-based workplace". I do not want to and cannot work in such a place, and no one coming here would want to either. We are productive now; do not destroy the productive collegiality that we currently enjoy.

-Stacey Anderson 2/11/13
Inefficient Use of Space

This seems really really dumb. Perhaps someone studied Bauhaus architecture theory and thought again that re-envisioning how human beings work was a good idea? I reiterate--really dumb.
-Max Krummel
3/15/13

This is a terrible idea, clearly designed by individuals who have no idea what faculty do. Unless the administration's goal is to reduce faculty number this cubicle space concept should be scrapped.
-Ophthalmology
3/15/13

It is important as we go to various events at the different campus site that there be an area where faculty can use computers and with HIPPA appropriate restrictions be able to make patient phone calls and manage clinical emails etc. This enables us to get work done before and between meetings if needed.
Ann Poncelet
3/6/13

I don't have a home office, so this move will present a dilemma. I'm not sure where I will stack the towers of books I use for my work, on the floor at Mission Bay, or on my living room table? I close my office door when writing grant proposals and manuscripts, those things by which my productivity and value to the university are judged. I can't image being able to produce scholarly work in the Mission Bay workspace as planned; and, I know what those spaces are like, having worked in them prior to entering academia. For people in my field, there are hard money positions at other institutions with at least some salary support and the possibility of tenure, in addition to a good office. Yes, the bay area is wonderful, but without any of the above, the scenario of a continued career at UCSF begins to look less attractive in comparison.
assistant professor, adjunct series
3/5/13

It may be fiscally necessary to do something like this, but the planning process appears to not consider work functions. A workplace that fails to support its function is problematic. There seems to be an assumption that all work can be conducted using electronic documents but that is not the case- clinical research often requires paper documentation, and often materials are sensitive. There also seems to be an assumption that much work can be conducted in a semi private of public arena, and for clinicians, clinical researchers and educators that is often not the case. Supervisors will also find use of this workspace quite challenging. The availability of scheduled private spaces will likely not be adequate for people who spend significant time with confidential
interactions.

Oddly, even though the clinicians, clinical researchers and educators require more privacy than other community members, the basic scientists, housed in relatively lavish spaces at Mission Bay and other sites, have large private offices. Besides completely failing to meet functional need, the clinical researchers and clinicians generate the lion’s share of indirect dollars and clinical revenues at UCSF. So the clinicians and clinical researchers will, in poorly suited space, be paying for the private offices of the basic scientists. UCSF cannot continue to succeed and lead with this kind of decision making.

3/4/13

Honestly, I can’t fit in the office space I have now. As a full-time researcher and faculty member, I have two full-sized bookcases which are full of professional books, journals, reports. My project files take up two four drawer file cabinets and two two-drawer file cabinets some of which are residing in the corridor. My desk top is home to another file cabinet’s worth of materials. I can’t even imagine taking up less space. Nor do I think my space constraints are unique to me. Moreover, my home is not the appropriate place to house what can’t fit in my UCSF space, as well as hold work-related calls because privacy is reduced to a minimum.
- Annette L. Gardner
2/19/13

I agree with pretty much all of the concerns about the new workplace design. I personally think this design is completely misplaced for the type of work that most of us do in our offices for which concentration (to write papers, grants, analyze research data) and privacy (to have meetings with trainees and colleagues and for many, also phone conversations with patients and referring physicians) is essential. Going back and forth between cubicles and private spaces to make phone calls and have one-on-one meetings will make us less efficient, not more efficient. It seems to me that the driving force that has led to this design is money, but loss of productivity, and problems with faculty recruitment and retention may make this in the end a very costly solution.
- Sandrijn van Schaik
2/19/13

I agree with all the above, and would like to add a concern about space for lactation. Even though the building will have a few designated spaces (more than required by law), having a private office that lactating women can pump in over lunch or while working on the computer is important for reproductive age faculty women who are trying to balance work and family life. The lack of privacy will be unfair to these women.
- Marya Zlatnik
2/9/13
At least for research faculty, it’s not just a matter of having to break into work and leave one’s desk to take a phone call from a patient, but it is also difficult to picture not being able to temporarily stop work to have a short private meeting with someone. Faculty would expect to be able to stay in their chair with their work in front of them, have someone come in and close the door, have a few words, and the person leaves. This is basic. Being able to lock my office is important to me. If I have a visitor, they can lock their bags in my office while they give their seminar or do other things. I can feel comfortable that my own possessions are not publicly accessible when I’m not there. If I am concentrating on writing grants or papers, I need to be able to close my door, have quiet, and still be in my own space. If I did not have an office, I would probably work from home except when I had meetings or other commitments. When writing NIH grants, we are supposed to include a Facilities and Resources page in which an entire category is called Office. Writing that I have a cubicle or creative work space or whatever euphemism one wants to apply will make the study section members not take me seriously. Lastly, it all comes down to STATUS. If I get a phone call from a colleague at Stanford or Harvard, or from a Program Official at NIH, or from a prospective graduate student, and I have to tell them to hang on while I go find a private place for a phone call, they will assume I have low STATUS. I will not be taken as seriously by my peers or others with whom I need to deal professionally. That alone is a deal breaker. As part of an academic’s career progression, an office is one the basics that we assume we will obtain either in our first independent position or shortly thereafter. UCSF is notorious for taking longer than most places to do this, but to not do it at all would seriously shrink the number of good people who might otherwise take a faculty position here. Given the promise of a position without an office, basic research faculty will only come to UCSF as a last resort.

-Matt Springer, PhD, Cardiology
2/7/13
Loss of Faculty

Dear Dr. Bluestone,

I second all of the outrage and concern about the plan to no longer provide private offices for the faculty. I am concerned that this will provide substandard privacy for clinicians calling patients and this will, as Dr. Springer points out, put UCSF on inferior footing with obtaining new faculty recruits. At UCSF no faculty member is technically allowed two offices and now there are plans to eliminate these single offices altogether. I just came from giving Neurology grand rounds at WUSTL and many of their faculty have both clinical and research offices to enhance their productivity. By comparison, this new plan will send a clear signal that faculty well being and productivity at UCSF takes a back seat to a perceived new focus on the short-term bottom line. Many current faculty will leave and new recruits will be much more difficult. Moreover, I agree that the flexibility afforded by having a private office for meetings (that are often immediate and unscheduled and faculty would find none of the shared rooms free) and the ability to write ones grants undisturbed is critical to managing a lab and to the success of the scientific endeavor.

Sincerely,

-Elliott Sherr MD PhD
3/17/13

There is simply no way I could perform my job of running a research laboratory without a private office. If the UCSF leadership insists on imposing this idea despite near universal opposition by the faculty, our community will have lost something much greater than offices.

-Scott Oakes, Associate Professor of Pathology
3/15/13

The idea that research faculty can function with a cubicle is absurd. During the time that I am not in meetings, I am meeting individually with trainees and colleagues or trying to concentrate on reading the literature and writing grants and papers. All of these activities require a quiet place to concentrate or privacy for often confidential conversations. If my office were taken away, I would leave UCSF. Particularly over the next 5-10 years of what will likely be a flat or declining NIH budget, the university must support its basic researchers, or else prepare to lose many of them, and as a result, compromise its academic excellence.

-Diana Laird
3/15/13

In my opinion transition to an Activity-Based Open Space model, especially for lab-based investigators, will be the end of UCSF as a top academic institution.

As a PI, writing grants, interacting with students, post-docs, visiting scientists, etc we need ample dedicated office space for unscheduled meetings. We also require our own space to be able to write grants and manuscripts.
Loosing dedicated office space is a deal-breaker and would lead me to look for another position at a different institution.

- Andrei Goga, MD, PhD - Associate Professor
3/14/13

I experienced the transition from an "open office" environment (large cubicles with no door, ceiling, or personal secure space) to having a private office. In the open plan, private meetings were conducted in a nearby conference room, much like the proposed activity-based plan.

Moving into a private office has made an enormous positive impact on my productivity and quality of life. No longer do I whisper when using my desk phone to discuss decisions about who to hire or fire or include or omit on a grant or paper. No longer do I overhear fellow faculty discussing sensitive information about their personal or work lives (results of pregnancy-related tests, discussions about job offers from other institutions). No longer do I fear that sensitive working documents on my desk (performance reviews, PHI, etc.) will be seen by the wrong eyes. No longer do I ceremoniously march a trainee around the corner when needing to deliver constructive criticism.

I love UCSF and think the world of the current administration for the huge strides made in the past 5 years. But I have tried both workspace models. If asked to go back to the "open office" configuration, I would start looking for jobs at other institutions. I can see from this forum that many of my colleagues will have the same response if the plans move ahead. This makes me deeply sad because it threatens what I love most about our institution: its world class faculty and trainees. When the faculty leave, the trainees will follow, and the era of UCSF's greatness begin to end.

- Associate Professor in Residence, School of Medicine
3/14/13

I will leave UCSF if I do not continue to have an attractive, enclosed, dedicated office. I am quite sure that UCSF will be unable to recruit faculty who are distinguished scholars if they will not have their own, private offices. Imposing the corporate tech-industry model is incompatible with maintaining a world-class academic institution.

-Paula Braverman
2/19/13

An additional thought that perhaps has not been considered: I was reviewing some hiring documents today. I wonder whether anyone has considered the possibility of breach of contract issues arising? Many faculty hiring agreement terms include the provision of a "private office." Those who get to be the guinea pigs on this one might want to check theirs.

-Ruth Malone 2/12/13
Faculty Recruitment

I am in support of the plans presented for the Activity-Based Workspace at the new Mission Bay Academic Building. The space as designed is visionary and reflects an institutional commitment to collaboration. It is this level of innovation that drew me to take a position at UCSF. Contrary to some of the opinions expressed here, I believe this space is likely to attract bright faculty members who are excited to be in an environment that fosters an exchange of ideas.
- Assistant Professor, Dept of Medicine
4/26/13

As a current NIH funded adjunct faculty member just beginning recruitment to an in-residence position who is extremely interested in staying at UCSF, this open office concept is a very unattractive idea. It takes away a major recruiting tool from the university and the idea of trying to write a grant or a manuscript with no private workspace makes me seriously consider other future employment options outside of UCSF. Living in San Francisco is difficult already with small living and work spaces. New recruits from outside will already need to compromise for smaller homes/apartments, smaller cars, and close living/working quarters with others - there is a real need for a private, secure space in the workplace. Its bad for morale, bad for productivity, and bad for recruiting.
-Pediatrics
4/5/13

I agree with the many excellent comments below, and I would encourage those who agree to add their names here to communicate the depth of the concern among the faculty. This proposal is already having a major negative effect on faculty morale and will have even greater negative effects on faculty recruitment, retention, productivity, and job satisfaction. I truly hope that the administration will reconsider this plan before it is too late.
Carolyn Calfee
4/2/13

I am deeply concerned that this plan will cause a long term decline in the attractiveness of UCSF for recruitment both of external and internal faculty. We are in stiff competition with other top-notch research centers for the best faculty, who can compete for NIH grants, and this plan places us at a systemic disadvantage, which is extremely poor strategy. I am also concerned that this change will make it much more palatable for existing, successful, scientists to move elsewhere when they are inevitably recruited. Certainly it makes me more interested in the several recruiting calls I have received recently.
-Prescott Woodruff
4/2/13

I agree with sentiments expressed that activity-based workspace is a bad idea for UCSF. It would make all aspects of work difficult, and would discourage new faculty hires. NIH and other funding agencies likely would look negatively on it. If some PI's do get offices and others don't, it will contribute to a two-class society. A bad idea all around.

-David Pearce
3/17/13

I think the lack of offices for faculty is a terrible idea. If I was offered a job, without an office, I would not accept the job. Implementing this plan will mean that UCSF will no longer be able to attract the best people.

There are many reasons that offices are required, from conducting private meetings, to holding items required for work, to providing private space to write grants and papers. Having a small number of private rooms that need to be reserved will not suffice for many reasons.

I know that if I were offered a job here that didn't have an office, or be asked to give up my current office, I would not accept it and find a job elsewhere.

Do the people who thought of this plan have offices? Would they get rid of theirs?

-F
3/16/13

I echo the concerns highlighted repeatedly in the comments. It is simply not feasible for clinical or research faculty to function without privacy for interactions (with patients or trainees), dealing with sensitive written/online material (patient records), or reflection (for data analysis, grant writing). If we go forward with this model, it will compromise our ability to attract and retain the best faculty and undermine the mission of UCSF.

I hope that we can learn from operational excellence, which in my experience has turned out to be neither operational nor excellent. Cost saving measures were proposed and put into place, with concerns from many stakeholders. Not surprisingly, there have been numerous problems, many of which could have been anticipated had participants with detailed, on the ground knowledge of the systems been better consulted in the design of the system (for example, the best administrative people in our department could see the problems in the one size fits all redesign and elected not to take jobs in the new centralized system, foreseeing many problems). In the case of activity-based work stations, the stakeholders are speaking loudly and clearly with substantive concerns. Will they be taken seriously?

-Barbara Panning, Associate Professor Biochemistry and Biophysics
3/15/13
I agree strongly with just about every comment I have read here. There are myriad reasons why this plan will be highly detrimental to our institution. This will drastically impair both productivity and morale. I can't imagine why any faculty member would choose to join UCSF without a private office.

Everyone I know in academics always has some sort of 'plan B' for their career, in case their current position becomes untenable, or in case the many rewards of working at UCSF cease to outweigh the drawbacks. This new plan seems likely to inspire established faculty to pursue alternative positions.

- Ben Braun M.D., Ph.D.
3/15/13

This policy/plan could severely (possibly irreparably) damage this institution by the following means:
Will not be able to recruit ANY faculty
Severely curtails efficiency
Reduced resources at physicians/PIs fingertips
Promote miscommunication and increase errors leading to patient injury.
Control of PHI will be severely jeopardized!!!
Virtually impossible to perform clinical research activities.
How do you get CHR approval for handling PHI (there is nowhere to protect it).
Increased fines due to patient injury / loss of PHI.
Does a plan like this even meet JAHCO accreditation standards?

-Jeff Simko
3/15/13

I have been designing such buildings and conferring with other organizations. The plan is NOT suitable for faculty and should be strongly opposed. It will kill recruitments, an area in which we have problems as already. A design with true faculty offices next to cubicle areas for research associated and post docs is best. I would be glad to discuss research building design with the higher ups who proposed this plan.

-Carl Grunfeld, MD, PhD
3/15/13

There are at least four arguments that would suggest the current approach is poorly-reasoned:

1) The "how we get work done argument":
My view is that any faculty doing scientific research that involves writing of grant proposals, research manuscripts, and meetings with individuals under them needs to have dedicated office space. It is difficult to see how a conference room reservation system can substitute for this. Even my friends in corporate environments such as
Genentech enjoy dedicated office space for scientists.

2) The "dollars and cents" argument:
Indirect costs contribute substantially to the University budget. Reducing dedicated office space may result in less incentive for investigators to write grants and the papers that justify them to review panels.

3) The "recruiting good talent" argument: If given a choice between dedicated office space at Stanford vs a cubicle-conference room system at UCSF, who would choose the latter? No one I know.

4) The "respect" for the position argument: Being a faculty member is a position with significant personal meaning and is not without substantial sacrifice (none of us works just 40 hrs a week). The change in policy would appear to be an indication that the decision-makers are sufficiently aware of this.

I would encourage the University leadership to respect the Faculty consensus and reverse the decision. Doing so otherwise jeopardizes UCSFs leadership position. Yes, offices will cost more to construct, but there is not an alternative here that is viable.

Continuing on the current course seems likely be perceived as a reflection of poorly-reasoned decision making.

-Hiten D. Madhani, M.D. Ph.D., Professor of Biochemistry and Biophysics
3/15/13

The decision to limit development of new office space is flat out ill mannered, short-sighted and counterproductive. The number of concerns and problems raised by this ill-advised decision is so many that I fear I will have to waste a whole day writing against it. We have been accustomed to short sighted bureaucratic initiatives by the leadership that this should not surprise me, but it actually did.

Is there any reason, any logical rationale for taking such an action? Unfortunately, I could not come up with one. However, I can come up with numerous highly undesirable outcomes such as not being able recruit new faculty, lack of operational and academic independence of programs, not being able to redesign departmental workspace in the face of changing necessities, creating a two-tiered work environment for faculty as haves and have-nots, inability to initiate programs in emerging fields and inability to retain faculty since they will be offered much more favorable conditions in other universities or institutions.

I am not sure I need to continue but my vote is a resounding NO for this ill-advised decision.

-Tarik Tihan
3/15/13
It is really incomprehensible that the plans for activity-based workplaces are about anything except saving money. The Mission Bay Academic Building will do more to stop research progress than any past or future budget cut. I am extremely grateful to have an office (in Parnassus) so that I do not have to move into the Academic Building with the rest of the Epi-Biostat department. If not, I would be on the job market this year, despite enjoying my colleagues at UCSF and my family's strong desire to stay in the Bay Area. If the administration is really short-sighted enough to plan future activity-based workplace buildings, they will preside over the dismantling of UCSF's storied heritage of research. I would never encourage a colleague to work in a place that did not offer private faculty offices.

-Jeff Wall
3/15/13

I can only share the disagreement already voiced by my colleagues. Losing dedicated PI office space would be an unmitigated disaster for both clinician and basic scientists, and the future of UCSF as a premium research and medical enterprise. Ignoring the specific needs of the PI job and the increasing requirement of grant writing is a recipe for disaster and another way to make UCSF less competitive for recruitment or retention of current faculties. While improving office/lab design on a case-by-case basis should be encouraged, this all-encompassing model does not sound rational and poorly justified.

-Emmanuelle PasseguÃ, Associate Professor
3/15/13

This is the most ridiculous idea ever proposed in the history of academic building design. Not only we will not be able to recruit any elite candidate in these buildings but we will become the laughingstock of the academic community, to a degree that even PIs with an office will want to leave. The administration needs to understand that academic research is different from running a company and that without respect for the researchers the community shall not function.

-steve
3/15/13

As a surgical pathologist, my office is where I take care of patients and train residents. It is absurd to contemplate practicing pathology in a communal workspace. It will be very difficult to recruit pathologists if we can not offer them an office.

-pathologist
3/15/13

Does the CHR office approve of this design as HIPAA compliant for all of our patient research hardcopy documents? Will each faculty still be able to have the same amount of locked cabinets/shelving as in their current office? How does creative writing/thought for grants and manuscripts occur in an open environment with ongoing noise?
Is anybody from the upper echelons of UCSF listening to these granular details? A private locked office is imperative to academic medical faculty success.

-CHR concerns
3/15/13

This is a disastrous idea that will eliminate UCSF as one of the premier research universities. Both clinical AND basic science faculty dedicated to the UCSF missions of clinical care, research and teaching deserve an office. It is a basic tenet of a faculty position.

For basic faculty, this would make it especially difficult to write a competitive grant application or a manuscript without an office, or meet with students and postdoc. It will be nearly impossible to hire the best new faculty without offering them an office, and we will become the laughing stock of visiting faculty from other universities.

In NIH grant applications we write that the PI has an office to be able to work on the research proposed, write reports and manuscripts. This will adversely affect the UCSF research program because of how funding agencies will look at PIs in cubicles.

-Jayanta Debnath
3/15/13

Activity-based workspaces will hurt faculty recruiting and retention. I can tell you from my own personal experience that the lack of a passable office can certainly be an important factor in deciding among job offers. It's not just the practical matter of having to work effectively in a particular space for long hours. Offering someone a cubicle instead of an office will be seen as a sign of disrespect.

-K. Mark Ansel
3/15/13

Activity-based workspace is not a good solution to shortages of space. This will directly discourage recruitment of new faculty, and will create a situation of inappropriate inequity between existing and new faculty. An office is critical for focusing on writing grants and papers, and is also a very important meeting place for scientific discussions. Both of those things cannot be done in the same space, as they are mutually disruptive.

-Jeff Bush
3/15/13

No offices for new faculty is a bad idea. I don't know any comparable institution where faculty do not have an office, so this policy is likely to put us at a severe disadvantage for future recruitments of top faculty to UCSF. Faculty spend most of their waking hours at work, and one needs this type of space for multiple reasons. A private space for certain work functions is critical to the ability to do one's job in a quieter environment where interruptions could be controlled and confidentiality can be maintained. A faculty
member has many needs for private discussions among colleagues, with patients, with staff, with students/post-docs, etc, as well as confidentiality of patient materials/notes, etc in an office (for example, in pathology, cases that are currently under work up are kept in our office, and these show HIPAA protected data). Shared offices also don’t provide the correct ergonomic conditions, which is critical for my work as a pathologist who spends 7-10 hours/day at my microscope and computer.

-Linda Ferrell, Professor
3/15/13

I’ve read up on the literature concerning the impacts of these kinds of spaces on academic work productivity and work satisfaction and the results honestly are not good at all. I’m wondering if a thorough search of the literature was done before proposing this and if not, why not? It really does feel imported from somewhere other than academic. In addition, I’m quite concerned that the office space would not respect certain disciplines that have tons and tons (and tons) of books to draw upon in our work and need to physically store in these spaces. We have fairly large offices which have an enormous amount of shelf space to accommodate this disciplinary tendency. This is needed for Medical Anthropology, Sociology, History of Health Sciences, etc. We’re not all working from an article culture, in order words. I’m also quite concerned about recruitment--I’ve spoken with some junior faculty on the phone and they say that they feel they worked so hard just to have a "room of one's own"--and it would be really disappointing and upsetting for them to not have a private office space that is quiet/not shared/and more. These considerations are very real in people's configurations of what they deserve at a basic level of professional identity.

-Shari Dworkin
2/19/13

No scholar of any repute in the social sciences could ever be recruited to a faculty position that did not come with a reasonable office. We would be reduced to recruiting low level desperate untenured faculty unlikely to be able to generate grants. In my office I have three full bookcases and two full file cabinets. At home I have 9 more full bookcases and 2 more large file cabinets. I use many of the books within each year and my students use even more. I also have all the materials for teaching the 8 different courses I have offered over the past decade. I believe desk-top research has generated over 30% of the grants on campus. We need offices to do this. Last, mentoring is not a public sport. It can require very private conversations.

-Adele Clarke
2/14/13

I find the idea of this workspace highly problematic and agree with all of the reasons set forth in the letter. It concerns me that I am to be evaluated by my productivity in terms of grant applications and manuscripts, but be expected to produce them in an open work space, without private office space. I anticipate this type of space to be not at all conducive to the type of environment necessary for academic activities. I also believe that it
demonstrates a lack of respect for faculty, and agree with those that state it will hurt our chances at recruiting and retaining faculty. I believe it will also decrease collaboration by limiting spontaneous conversations between colleagues, as well as from faculty choosing to work elsewhere. We need access to our things—our books, papers, notebooks, phones, and the ability to meet with our colleagues and students privately.

-Lynae Darbes
2/13/13

The idea of an open space office for someone engaging in scholarly research is poorly planned for many reasons. Many have been articulated by others. Here are my thoughts. The pursuit of quality scholarship requires office space. This minimizes distractions and provides an atmosphere necessary for maximizing the thinking process. Open space, in contrast, will reduce the ability to concentrate on serious grant writing and will result in a reduction of quality grants being submitted. Open office space greatly decreases ability to recruit quality scholars. I am fairly new to UCSF and there is not a chance I would have accepted a position here if I knew that there was a plan to put me in open office space. With that in mind, my guess is that there will be some who will seek positions elsewhere if this plan goes through. I can imagine that many of our best researchers will seek out a position that provides them with office space so that they can continue to be productive with respect to scholarship and grant writing. In conclusion, open space office is an idea that is disrespectful to the scholarship process and will reduce productivity.

-Zachary Zimmer
2/13/13
**Application of an Activity-based Workspace in an Academic Health Sciences Institution**

Absolutely unacceptable design plan. This workplace design is not appropriate for medical sciences.
- Heme Onc
4/5/13

This proposal is an unmitigated disaster for the future of UCSF from a clinical, research, and educational standpoint. A "one size fits all" policy ignores the heterogeneity of the daily activities of the faculty as a whole. Reducing "activity" to a single homogeneous concept and basing policy on this concept undermines the very diversity of our faculty activity that makes UCSF such a productive and successful environment from a clinical, research and training perspective. The principles that govern private industry (tech industry, finance industry etc.) do not necessarily apply or work in the biomedical sciences and health care field; thus we should NOT adopt design concepts drawn from those industries. Instead, I hope that UCSF will continue to allow each department to define its own appropriate course of action; to define its own needs; and to define its own methods of adapting to whatever space/financial constraints that UCSF faces. It is imperative to allow each department to flourish according to its own independent needs. Please do not homogenize the concept of faculty activity.
- Associate Professor, Clinical X Series
3/15/13

As for the root cause of all of this, to my understanding, this floor plan was chosen to save money because the university did not have sufficient resources to provide private offices for faculty. I believe this is common knowledge. If we step back a moment and recognize that this means that the university cannot afford to give each faculty member even a small private office (say 80 square feet; room for a small desk and two chairs for visitors), it does make one wonder about the commitment to the faculty. Many faculty (like me) feel demoralized by this, and this demoralization subsequently inevitably affects staff members who are very tuned in to the ambient environment -- as well. Is this a good floor plan for our work environment? I cannot see how it would be. We are not a start up IT company with the constant need for interaction between workers to spur innovation and competition. Instead, most of us spend most of our day computing and writing. This will not be done very well in the middle of a crowded and noisy room. If this floor plan materializes, what will happen? As for current faculty, it is easy to predict that they won’t be seen too often; they will only appear for meetings and teaching. The space will not be one where a faculty member will preferentially go to actually work. The floors will be ghost towns with those who have to come to work eventually positioning themselves as far away from everyone else as possible. As for future faculty, it is also easy to predict that this will negatively impact recruitment. There is no reason to believe that this floor plan will sweep the nation’s academic medical
centers. For at least the next generation, it will be the expectation amongst budding faculty that they be given a private office. If our plan to make this floor arrangement the future of all new buildings/renovations at UCSF, we will likely be alone amongst our peers. This will undoubtedly affect recruitment. Of course, we will still have a faculty and our doors won’t be closed but it will be hard to call ourselves the best if our faculty are relegated in space to what amounts to a 1/4 of a large kitchen table. Is this really the direction we want to be heading?

-Faculty Member; Epidemiology and Biostatistics
3/2/13

I think it is a disastrous idea to eliminate private offices. I can't imagine doing virtually any of my work without one, including many of the tasks described already by my colleagues. This new 'savings' measure is yet another one of those 'business driven' experiments implemented without much though, planning, or even testing. It saddens me profoundly to see our institution increasingly run as McDonald's or Walmart, where business standards of 'efficiency', 'cost-effectiveness', and other fads prevail over creativity and socially useful intellectual production.

-Claudia Chaufan
2/12/2013

This letter raises practical issues regarding this new model of activity-based workplace. This model has never been experimented before in a peer academic institution and therefore a pilot program to test this model (as listed below) is critical to avoid major problems when we transition en masse to this new building.

-Farzana Perwad M.D.
2/7/2013
General and/or Multiple Themes

This workspace design decision is clearly based on short-term financial desperation rather than any clear long-term view for continued excellence at UCSF. This WILL have a long-term negative impact for the prestige and quality of UCSF -- particularly for the departments forced into this one-size-fits-nobody design. We have been told that it costs too much to change the design now. This is a false economy. It will cost much more to repair and unravel the damage to UCSF after this mistake has been made. Please reconsider this decision.
- John Kornak, PhD. Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics
4/22/13

ABW was developed from "hoteling" "hot desking" where employees had a 2/3 mobile job. But is ABW suitable for the primary functions of UCSF? No.
- We need to support confidentiality. We conduct patient calls, student interviews and conference calls on sensitive research. Having to constantly move to a designated "private" space to conduct these conversations would disrupt workflow.
- We are still document bound. Even the most technologically savvy individuals carry patient records, shadow charts, books. ABW requires 100% mobile technology. Converting to 100% digital would take time and training.
- We need areas to concentrate. I have for the past 4 years shared work space. When I needed a quiet area to focus on completing a grant or paper, I would work at the library or from home. "Focus rooms" would become congested, and absenteeism would ensue as a growing number of people would work from home.
ABW may well suited to certain industries, but no models have been implemented in medicine.
- Tiffany Chang, Pediatric Hematology Oncology
4/7/13

I echo the comments of many prior posters. Most faculty that I know spend a substantial portion of their day in research meetings, working on grants/manuscripts/data analysis, or following up with patients. None of these activities is amenable to a cubicle work style. In particular, grants, manuscripts, and data analysis are critical activities for many faculty members that require quiet and concentration and cannot be carried out effectively in a cubicle environment. Not only will this hurt individual faculty recruitment and retention, I would be concerned about the impact on the productivity of the University as a whole.
- Kathleen Liu
4/3/13

yuck! would you want to work in an area like this? maybe in clinic, but not for an office medicine
4/2/13

This is a ridiculous notion, medical centers are not Google, we need privacy in our offices and most of us are not 25 year old working in jeans. But of course if the dean and the chancellor use the same cubicles amongst us, then maybe it will be okay
Flavio Vincenti
4/2/13

The ban on private academic offices is a terrible, terrible idea—for all the reasons enumerated.
-Chi-yuan Hsu
4/2/13

The negatives of an activity based workspace design far outweigh what is being presented as a solution to space limitations and promoting interactions. Speaking as a basic science investigator, my dedicated office is essential for writing and reviewing grant applications and manuscripts as well as preparing lectures. As many have emphasized, taking this away will result in faculty working at home, which would negatively impact promoting interactions—a disguised impetus for cubicle spaces. The plan would negatively impact recruitment at a time when UCSF is already falling behind other universities for start-up funds and other perks. Not offering private offices on top of no longer offering defined FTEs as previously designated for basic science faculty will further limit recruitment. Moreover, the plan would create a community of “have” and “have not”, which is antithetical to what hopes to be accomplished. Finally, yet another top-down decision is being initiated without sufficient faculty input.
-Diane Barber
3/19/13

Agree with all below. Not acceptable!
-Stefan Habelitz
3/15/13

Rather than reiterating the many valid concerns nicely articulated by others, I'll simply concur and encourage others to consider doing the same so the extent of faculty feelings about this plan is clearly documented.
-David Erle
3/15/13

I am not categorically opposed to new models of workplace design, and I disagree that every PI must be enshrined in an office (with square feet, view and furnishings indicative of status and "respect"). Exploring new designs that integrate places for creative thinking, quiet concentration, confidential conversations, peer interaction and teaching along with conducting experiments is something we should be actively
engaged in.
- Jennifer Puck
3/15/13

Simply a bad idea.
- Michael McManus
3/15/13

Given the type of work that most of us engage in daily: clinical and training issues - many confidential; grant writing; manuscript preparation; and data analysis; this plan is 100% bad,
- Sally Adams
03/03/13

The proposed open workspace with huddle rooms will be a major deterrent to getting work done. It will make HIPAA protections difficult, will push faculty to work from home rather than mingle in the business world way that seems so fashionable (and so inappropriate for academic medicine) these days. The extra time taken to find a rooms to speak confidentially to a medical student or a patient (assuming one could be found) will cut into valuable faculty time. This is cost cutting at its worst, heading for the bottom line and forgetting the mission we have at UCSF. This will be a catastrophe for recruitment of new faculty, and bodes very poorly for faculty retention as well. While I admire the Chancellor for proposing to endure the same conditions, I wonder how much time she will spend in her 40 sq. ft, and what those she speak from other institutions will think of her and our "digs" (assuming she doesn't opt for the cushy room in the Science building.
- John Partridge
3/2/13

I would like to point out that if we are using common keyboards, telephones etc. (i.e. if we do not have our own desks, phones and keyboards, but share them with others who sat today where we may sit tomorrow), we are sharing each other's colds, flu and other illnesses. Will we need to spray and wipe everything down before commencing work? Also, I anticipate sitting down and then noticing seeing other people’s food crumbs, soft drink cans and other rubbish.

When is the town hall with Mark Laret, Dean Hawgood, and others? Is anyone in leadership reading this message board?

-Associate Professor, School of Medicine
3/2/13

I have been a participant in some of the initial meetings about the floor plans for different faculty, staff and trainee groups. It is clear that this space is completely "non-secure"---with respect to personal possessions, research activities and documentation and interactions with trainees, colleagues, patients and research participants. Ultimately, it seems that it will not matter where one sits, as the likelihood of accomplishing much of our usual work will be extremely diminished. One other person has commented on cubicle height---none of us will accomplish anything staring directly into someone's face. At minimum, planning appropriately for this in advance, rather than waiting to see what will happen, makes the most sense from a financial standpoint---including putting in cubicles with higher walls from the get-go. Ultimately, the lack of input from faculty in this planning will surely result in faculty leaving--early retirement or another institution are two obvious mechanisms--both of which hurt our institution. At minimum, faculty will be working at alternate locations, making them less available to interact with each other, and to advise and mentor junior faculty and trainees.

-Mid-level faculty member
2013-03-02

Removing faculty offices and replacing them with "activity-based workplaces" will have an immediate, serious and adverse negative impact on faculty welfare, faculty life and faculty recruitment and retention. This change should be opposed as strongly and urgently as possible with support from the Academic Senate.

-Jacque Duncan
2/20/13

The planned move to Mission Bay has triggered a host of visceral responses from the faculty and I am no exception.

The open space environment is one that will require HUGE adjustments from all of us not accustomed to working in an area where distractions of all sorts abound. When we work in the clinics, we are in an open space and there is no question in my mind that we are much less efficient as we are continuously interrupted by staff, colleagues and trainees. At least in the clinic the interruptions are valid and justified by the complexity of the clinical scenarios that we encounter, or by the needs of the staff and trainees who are working with us.

It is INCONCEIVABLE to me that if I need a quiet space, I or a colleague might not be
able to find one because we will not have signed up fast enough to reserve one of the few closed rooms. I find it down right unacceptable to hear that if surgeons need some time to rest between cases they can take a quick nap in these rooms. Not that I begrudge them much needed rest, but the administration should not be planning to accommodate valid surgical practical concerns in this manner. Absolutely ridiculous, yet incredibly revealing of the absolute lack of forethought put into the project. Given the enormous impact that this plan will have on our ability to function, it is INDISPENSABLE that there be some type of a pilot to assess if in fact the inumerable concerns that most of us have are realized BEFORE we are committed to a plan that will impact our future ability to function an remain on faculty at UCSF.

I absolutely share your concerns that HIPAA isses are not addressed by the current designs. For that matter there are massive clinical research privacy concerns that are equally ignored by the lack of privacy (conversations with patients/subjects/sponsors may happen in the open if there are no privacy rooms available). In terms of clinical research, I do not think that these installations, with open desks etc will pass the privacy standards for any trial. I could go on about why privacy is indispensable to a lot of our day to day activities.

Finally, logistics aside, the way this project was managed from the git go is downright insulting to those of us who have been around this institution and have sacrificed much to see it flourish and thrive. The operations group that has been pushing this project feels that they have had representation form the user group but nothing could be further from the truth as they have sought input from a restricted number of individuals who have taken upon themselves to speak for all. I believe that the latter point sticks in everybody’s craw as anyone who looks at the potential impact of this project is thinking about whether or not remaining on faculty at UCSF is a viable proposition. As I see it, this ill conceived and ill managed project threatens the very core of our faculty fabric.

-Medical Oncology, may elect to move to Mission Bay
2/20/13

The concerns expressed by so many others are shared by me so I only have one point to add. Years ago I worked as research director for the Seattle Urban League and we went through the same process of going from space with private offices to cubicles for all the same reasons being touted by those who design these spaces. Guess what? After less than a month things were obviously not working and so our space was redesigned with private offices for most of the staff.

-Bill Strawbridge
2/13/13

Lisa Thompson had 5 great reasons to illustrate the need for private office space. I have 5 more and then they can be ordered in preference - David Letterman style.
Need privacy when counseling/mentoring students. HIPPA and confidentiality issues are important when interacting with research subjects (how would I discuss end of life issues in a cubicle?)

Quiet space is needed for creative thought - especially when writing grants and manuscripts

Space is needed for small team work - my students already share my space and use my research computer....that is in a locked office space - HIPPA and IRB issues.

Offices are not used just for tasks - it is where relationships are formed, research and patient care takes place and creativity is needed.

-Jill Howie-Esquivel
2/12/13

This plan makes sense for offices that are used by faculty members for a minor part of the working day, especially in areas where there is a significant shortage of office space. But for faculty members whose primary work space is their office, an activity based open design is unreasonable and untenable. This is true of some clinical faculty and ALL research faculty (PI's). For research PIs, much of the day is spent on meeting with fellows and students and working on grants and papers, all of which are individual activities that require privacy. An open office design is completely impractical for these individuals. If we insist on doing this, we will lose our ability to recruit outstanding research faculty, which is our greatest strength.

It also doesn't make sense that we allow some faculty members to have up to two private offices simply because they have these now and will not give faculty members going forward even one. This is a destructive example of establishing two classes of citizens, and is antithetical to the principles we adhere to as an institution.

-Professor of Pathology
3/15/13

I fear that UCSF is hoping to save money at the expense of the academy. Many colleagues have already stated many of the concerns with the proposed changes. Yes, putting us all in shared space will result in a savings in capital expenses. However, that must be weighed against the true costs - the reduced work productivity, the reduction in NIH grants received, the lack of collegiality, and the negative impact on morale. Given the impact that the mere suggestion of this approach has generated, I can only imagine what the reality will bring. Given what the airlines insistence on treating us like sardines has done for civility among passengers, I can predict that shared office space will generate tensions among colleagues rather than intellectual exchange. I am hearing rumblings about retirement and working exclusively from home. We all recognize that there is a need to reduce costs, but the cost that would result from this proposed change is too large. We must not destroy the academy to save it. Furthermore, there
was no faculty consultation a la shared governance. I strongly support the Academic Senate in its efforts to be heard on this critical and academy-threatening issue.

-Wendy Max
2/11/13

5 reasons why an activity-based workplace is not a good idea
HIPAA--need privacy when interacting with patients
Locked file cabinets for data and informed consents
Quiet workspace for data analysis, writing, reading
Freedom from distraction from conversations of others
Well-being of UCSF faculty, staff and students should be at the forefront of decision-making

-Lisa Thompson
2/11/13

I agree with virtually all of the concerns expressed here.

-Dorie Apollonio
2/11/13

This issue is of enormous ongoing concern, indeed increasingly so. Senate Division leadership has initiated our response, but we clearly need a full meeting of the Division to discuss this, probably to consider a formal move to modify, change or reverse the plan. The majority view of faculty will not be heard if it is not openly expressed.

-John Greenspan
2/10/13

There is no need for a pilot or "further study" to demonstrate the obvious - this is an absolutely dreadful idea.

-John Imboden MD
2/9/13

I concur that an open workspace poses substantial problems, for the reasons articulated by others.

-Michael Steinman
2/9/13

Sorry, but cut the BS and just be honest. You are downgrading the faculty to cattle class accommodations and we think it stinks.

-Andrew Infosino
2/9/13